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Abstract

Organic semiconductor processing is relatively less technology-demanding com-

pared to its in-organic counterparts. The characteristics of an organic semicon-

ductor can comfortably be altered by involving simple techniques, such as, mixing

an organic semiconductor powder with another appropriate substance. Taking

these facts into consideration, organic semiconductor based various sensors have

been developed in this dissertation for their potential use in the industry.

In the first part of the research, Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs)

based sensors were developed which can measure both ambient humidity as well

as temperature. The channel of the OFET was defined by drop casting orange

dye, OD (8 wt.%) and sugar (8 wt.%). Finished devices were then tested in

a humidity chamber. It was observed that water molecules in OD-sugar film

changes the channel conductivity. Accordingly, this translates the variation in

ambient humidity into an electrical signal. The response and recovery times of

these sensors were 11 s and 32 s when relative humidity (RH) changes from 50%

to 90%, respectively. Additionally, the properties of OFETs were also investigated

as a temperature sensor. It was shown that the channel impedance of OD-sugar

based OFET sensor increases with increasing values of temperature provided the

device is exposed to air. On the other hand, the same variable decreases by

increasing temperature, if the device under investigation is encapsulated.

In the second part of the research, flexible and low in cost humidity sen-

sors were developed. The first category of sensors had 300 nm thick silver (Ag)

metal as bottom electrodes with an inter electrode spacing of 16 µm, deposited

on top of a flat rubber substrate. A 9 − 11 µm thick film comprising of orange

dye (20 wt.%), graphene (30 wt.%) and silicone adhesive (50 wt.%), was deposited

on Ag electrodes to define the channel. In the second category, a 5− 6 µm thick

gate layer consisting of graphene (50 wt.%) and silicone adhesive (50 wt.%) was

additionally deposited on top of the channel layer to achieve organic field effect

transistor (OFET) based sensors. The impedance variation of the fabricated sen-

sors was investigated by varying RH at various frequencies. It has been observed



x

that the output impedance of these sensors decreases with the increase in RH. It

was observed that both type of sensors offered stable response for temperature

range 22 ◦C – 75 ◦C and for a time interval of 240 hours.

The third part of the research, presents design, fabrication and investigation

of carbon nanotubes CNTs, orange dye (OD) and graphene based multifunctional

sensors. The output of the multifunctional sensors is observed as change in resis-

tance and impedance values as a function of temperature, pressure and compressive

displacement. An increase in both resistance and impedance of the sensors is ob-

served with increase in temperature. The temperature coefficients of the sensors

having resistances ∼ 470 Ω and ∼ 890 Ω were 1.0%C−1 and 1.9%C−1, respectively,

when evaluated for temperatures ranging from 30 to 65 °C. For applied pressure 0

kgf/cm2 to 0.1 kgf/cm2 and displacement 0 to 110 µm, the resistance of the mul-

tifunctional sensor exhibited a decrease 1.3 to 12.7 times and 3.18 to 7.53 times,

respectively. The proposed multifunctional sensor could be a good candidate to

measure temperature, pressure and displacement of an industrial unit.

The fourth part of the research presented design, fabrication and characteri-

zation of strain sensors fabricated using a composite of MWCNTs (45 wt.%) and

silicon adhesive (55 wt.%). The finished devices were characterized at a frequency

of 100 Hz and 1 KHz. These sensors exhibited strain sensitivity of 32.1 (at 100

Hz) and 28.8 (at 1 kHz) under tension whilst, under compression, the observed

sensitivity was 18.5 and 14.2 at 100 Hz and 1 kHz, respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Organic vs Inorganic Semiconductors

Semiconductors are materials whose electrical properties lies between those of

insulators and metals. The conductivity of these materials can be modified by

making changes in their material composition. Based on their composition, semi-

conductor materials are further classified into two broad categories; inorganic and

organic semiconductor materials. Inorganic semiconductors, which are normally

employed in single-crystalline forms, are non-carbon based material such as silicon,

germanium or gallium arsenide; whereas, organic semiconductors are carbon based

materials. Another difference between them is in their charge transport mecha-

nism. In inorganic semiconductors (crystalline), electrons move in wide bands as

delocalized plane waves and subjected to a very limited scattering, and hence,

show relatively high mobility (e.g. 1.5× 103 cm2V−1s−1). Whereas, in case of or-

ganic semiconductors, the charge transport is based on carriers hopping between

localized states associated with organic molecules. In this process, electrons un-

dergo significant scattering which results in relatively low electron mobility (1-3

cm2 V−1s−1).

1
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In the last five decades, inorganic semiconductor technology has been dominating

the large area of electronics industry. Materials like silicon, germanium and gal-

lium arsenide are mostly used as inorganic semiconductors. These inorganic semi-

conductors are deposited at high temperature and employed complex deposition

techniques. These complex fabrication techniques increase the manufacturing cost

and also require expensive technology. Compared to inorganic materials, organic

semiconductor materials offer attractive advantages as they require simple and

inexpensive fabrication processes [1–3]. Most of the organic semiconductor based

devices are fabricated at low temperature (around room temperature) by utilizing

inexpensive deposition/manufacturing equipment. Low temperature fabrication

of these devices allow the use of low cost flexible substrate such as plastic. Com-

mon techniques used by the industry to process organic semiconductor materials

are vacuum thermal evaporation, spin coating, and slot die coating. Photovoltaic

(PV), organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic field effect transistors

(OFETs) are some commercially available examples of organic semiconductors

[4–7].

Organic semiconductor thin films have low charge carrier mobility compared to

amorphous silicon [8, 9]. However, these crystalline inorganic materials are ex-

pensive to use for large area electronics application. Electronic devices utilizing

organic semiconductors offer a huge advantage in inexpensive applications. For

instance, OLED displays are abundantly utilized as a part of consumer electronic

products [10]. Similarly, organic thin film transistors (OTFT) are considered as

a substitute for applications like radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and

E-paper.

The key benefit associated with organic semiconductors is the ease of deposition

such as drop casting, spin coating, and centrifugal deposition, etc. These methods

are frequently employed to deposit organic semiconductors thin layers on a sub-

strate. Organic semiconductor deposition techniques are inexpensive, and do not

require high temperature processing; thus, requires small investment to industri-

alize.
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Organic semiconductors are amassed from π-conjugate bonds in which electrons

move through π-electron cloud either by tunneling or hopping mechanism [11].

Organic semiconductors are doped to modify their conductivity just like inorganic

semiconductors. However, doping in organic semiconductors is done by placing

an electron to its conduction band, which increases its electron conductivity or by

creating a vacancy in the valence band to increase hole conductivity.

Amorphous inorganic semiconductors are also getting good space in the industry

these days. This is due to ease in their synthesis as that of organic semiconduc-

tors, because both can be synthesized at relatively lower temperatures than what is

usually required in the crystalline form of inorganic semiconductors. Additionally,

amorphous semiconductors based devices normally do not require sintering/an-

nealing after their fabrication; hence, provide ease of fabrication on one hand and

on the other hand, this also reduces the fabrication cost. There are many poten-

tial advantages which are associated with amorphous inorganic semiconductors;

such as, the availability of finite density of states at the edges of valence and con-

duction bands which allow localized movement of carriers with relatively small

amounts of energy, making them suitable for low power devices. Amorphous in-

organic semiconductors also have delocalized density of states just as inorganic

semiconductors. By virtue of this, their electrical characteristics also involve dis-

crete valence-conduction band properties as that of inorganic semiconductors. In

the nut shell, amorphous inorganic semiconductors characteristics are explained

involving both hoping as well as drift based electrical conductions. This made

amorphous inorganic semiconductors more versatile for many industrial applica-

tions such as solar cell, photoelectrocatalysis and photocatalysis. [12]

Although, amorphous inorganic semiconductors offer both localized and delocal-

ized conductions which enable them for a wider range of applications in the semi-

conductor industry. Yet, they are not suitable for flexible electronics which are

getting popularity in many industrial applications especially, in sensors and in

those gadgets which are used in medical applications. Many wearable sensors

are fabricated on plastic substrates using organic semiconductors which provide a

conformity of the device with the human body for accurate data acquisition [13].
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1.2 Organic Semiconductor Materials

Organic materials exhibiting semiconductor properties are known as organic semi-

conductor materials. These materials consist mainly of carbon and hydrogen

atoms. A conjugated organic semiconductor materials, on the basis of their molec-

ular weight can broadly be classified as:

(a) Single molecule based semiconductor: Single molecule organic semi-

conductors are defined by relatively small molecules typically, with a non-

repeating structure called monomers.

(b) Short chain based semiconductor: Short chain organic semiconductors

are also known as oligomers, which comprised of limited number of monomer

units.

(c) Long chain based semiconductor: A long chain organic semiconductors

are also known as polymer. A polymer molecule consists of linked chain of

monomers, which are typically connected by a covalent bond.

These carbon based materials have conductivity similar to metals or semi-

conductors. They differ in their processing and deposition techniques for

example oligomers are usually processed and deposited in vacuum; whereas,

the polymers are mostly prepared in solutions and deposited with techniques

like spin coating or inkjet printing. Examples of both oligomers and poly-

mers are shown in Figs. 1.1(a) and 1.1(b), respectively.

Polymers are soluble and can be dissolved in an organic solvent. Polymer

thin films can be processed using solution-processing techniques such as spin

coating or printing. The structural properties of polymer thin films depend

on the deposition techniques and the choice of solvent.

Oligomers on the other hand, are mostly insoluble and thus needed a sophis-

ticated deposition techniques such as vacuum thermal evaporation. Thin

films of small-molecules, when deposited, have more order in their structure

than polymer thin films do.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Examples of small chain based organic materials (oligomers).
(b) Examples of long chain based organic materials (polymers).

It has been shown that small-molecule devices show superior performance

compared to devices based on polymers. However, many highly efficient

polymers have recently been engineered and show equivalent or even better

efficiency when used to fabricate devices.

Research efforts have been carried out in academia and industry to develop

suitable materials that can be utilized in displays, smart cards/RFID, bio

medicine and sensors etc. These efforts resulted in advance processing and

material synthesis techniques. By controlled variation in assembly and or-

dering of different oligomers, polymers, and nanocrystals, have resulted in

improved mobility of these materials.

Yan et al. in [14] presented the progress in the organic semiconductor-based

circuits made in the recent years. Fig. 1.2 shows the evolution in term of

mobility for organic and hybrid semiconductors. This figure speaks that with

the passage of time, the mobility of these materials has improved however,

a saturating trend in the value of mobility is observed (Fig. 1.2) once the

mobility of organic material has passed amorphous silicon mobility value.

This could be associated with the conducting properties of a given organic
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Figure 1.2: Evolution in term of mobility for Organic materials.

semiconductor which is technically similar to that of an amorphous semi-

conductor. An improvement in hole mobility beyond 50 cm2Vs−1 will be

trending towards the hole mobility of inorganic semiconductor and thus, dif-

ficult to achieve and may require designing of new organic semiconductors.

1.3 Advantages of Organic Semiconductors

Organic semiconductors have several advantages, which are listed below:

(a) Deposition of organic thin films at low temperature.

(b) Based on the selection of organic material, the moisture resistance of an

organic semiconductor device can be controlled.

(c) They have low melting and boiling points compared to inorganic counter-

parts.

(d) Organic semiconductors are relatively more sensitive to external agents; thus,

ideal for use as active material for making sensors.
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(e) They require less cost for large scale fabrication.

(f) They are abundantly available in nature, as all living organisms have organ-

isms are organic and can exist in amorphous, polycrystalline and crystalline

morphologies.

(g) Flexible devices can be fabricated by employing organic semiconductors.

1.4 Properties of Organic Semiconductors

An organic semiconductor possesses weaker bonding compared to inorganic semi-

conductors, which are covalently bounded e.g. silicon (Si). Because of this weak

bonding among neighbouring molecules, there exists a weak de-localization of elec-

tronic wave functions that affects the charge carrier transport behaviour and op-

tical properties.

1.4.1 Optical Properties

Organic semiconductors have weak electronic de-localization, which offers two im-

portant peculiarities [15].

(a) First, the presence of spin states (singlet and triplet) as in isolated molecules.

(b) Second, the optical excitations (excitons) are mostly localized on one molecule

and hence possess considerably low binding energy of typically 0.5 − 1 eV,

with results in independent positive and negative charge carriers pair. For

charge transport, this binding energy needs to be overcome.

1.4.2 Charge Transport

In organic semiconductor materials, band or hopping transport is the prime trans-

port mechanism [15]. Band transport mechanism is observed mostly for pure
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organic molecules at low temperature as electronic delocalization in organic semi-

conductors is weak resulting in small bandwidth compared to inorganic semicon-

ductors. Thus, molecular crystals mobilities (at room temperature) ranges from

1 to 10 cm2(Vs)−1 [16]. The characteristic feature of band transport is that tem-

perature dependence follows a power law behaviour.

µ ∝ T−n with n = 1, 2, · · · (1.1)

At low temperature, deviation from such behavior is because of the presence of

large number of traps [17].

In amorphous organic solids, hopping transport mechanism is observed, which

results in smaller values of mobility, which is defined by Eq. 1.2

µ(F, T ) ∝ exp

(
−∆E

kT

)
× exp

(
β
√
F

kT

)
(1.2)

where, ∆E is the difference between energy levels, k is Boltzmann’s constant, F

represents electric field, β is an adjustment factor, and T is absolute temperature.

In organic semiconductors, charge mobility depends on the space-charge, trapping-

effects, and the charge carrier injection mechanism [18–22].

Two methods are being used for measuring charge carrier mobility in organic

semiconductor materials: time of flight (TOF) method and I − V response of

single-carrier device in the region of space charge limited current (SCLC).

Conventionally, charge mobility and distribution of traps energy level was deter-

mined by TOF method, which results in extremely low carrier densities. Whereas,

devices operate at higher densities of injected charges; they result in partial trap

filling by carriers and space charge effects. At present, efforts are made to charac-

terize organic semiconductors by experimentation, whose results are near to device

operational conditions [15].
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In TOF technique, organic material is exposed to light pulse and transient current

response is measured under the effect of bias voltage. The time shift in the peak

of transient current shows TOF of the carriers. One can interpret mobility under

defined bias conditions from this TOF. However, the interpretation is not so ac-

curate as real charge carriers motion is not so simple. Transient current response

is effected by carrier mobility dispersion and diffusion of the carrier after being

injected. In addition, double injection of carriers offer difficulty in estimating the

transient current. Therefore, the transient current cannot guarantee the prediction

of actual carrier motion [15].

1.5 Organic Semiconductor Devices

Organic semiconductor materials offer numerous advantages such as low fabrica-

tion cost, wide area application, and new functions (for example bio-sensing, etc.)

compared to conventional silicon (or amorphous silicon) semiconductors. OLEDs

are fabricated with a multi-junction between multiple organic semiconductor lay-

ers of different materials as shown in Fig. 1.3. Charge injection takes place from

electrodes (cathode and anode) in the presence of applied electric field to the

corresponding transport layers (electron or hole layer). Electrons and holes re-

combination causes generation of light. OLEDs have external quantum efficiency

>10% and luminous efficiency is higher than 200 Lumens/Watt. These properties

made OLEDs a suitable candidate for less expensive and energy efficient lighting

solution based on organic semiconductor materials [23, 24].

OTFTs are yet another important application of organic semiconductors. OTFTs

have shown a tremendous potential for large area sensor and display applications.

Carrier mobility in OTFTs is greater than 1 cm2(Vs)−1 both for p and n−channel

devices. This is sufficient for applications using low frequency spectrum.

Fig. 1.4 shows a crosssectional view of an OTFT. In this figure, it is shown that

a thin film of organic semiconductor material is separated from gate electrode by

using an insulating material. In OTFTs, the channel is formed by the charge
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of multilayer structure of an OLED.
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Figure 1.4: Cross-sectional view of organic thin film transistor (OTFT).

accumulation due to a field generated by VGS. Furthermore, the substrate of the

OTFT is generally an insulating material, which is normally chosen for flexible

and low cost fabrication. The source and drain electrodes are fabricated using a

metal, which makes direct contact with the organic semiconductor, thus, allowing

the flow of carriers under the applied voltage VDS.

OTFT comprises of source, drain, and gate. Both drain and source are physically
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attached to semiconductor material where as insulator isolates the gate from the

semiconductor. The gate voltage modulates the source-drain current flow under

bias voltage, VDS [15].

1.6 Charge Transport Mechanism

Charge transport mechanism in organic semiconductor materials involves the in-

jection, transportation and recombination of charges. The external electric field

influence the charge transport from one electrode to another. The detail of charge

transport mechanism is explained below.

1.6.1 Charge Injection

Organic semiconductor electronic and optoelectronic devices performance normaly

rely on the charge injection phenomena that exists between metal and semiconduc-

tor interface. Charge transport mechanism in organic semiconductors varies from

inorganic semiconductors because of weak bonding (Van der Waals bond). Or-

ganic semiconductors have highly localized electronic states, and charge transport

is primarily associated with charge hopping mechanism between these discrete en-

ergy states. Organic semiconductors do not have free carriers. The electrode and

semiconductor interface off-set mostly defines the Fermi level and charge injection

barriers. Charge injection process rely on average barrier height w.r.t metal Fermi

level, energetic disorder, image potential, and applied electric field as shown in

Fig. 1.5 [20, 25].

1.6.2 Charge Transport

Various charge transport models have been reported in the literature, however,

trapping model with transverse space-charge limited (TSCL) and field dependent
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Figure 1.5: Under unbiased condition energy band diagram of metal-organic
semiconductor is shown. Once the junction is biased, the electrons are injected

from metal (cathode) to localized state. [20, 25].

mobility model have been used frequently and adapted by research community for

the explanation of I − V response in organic devices [26].

The TSCL model assumes that there exists certain traps distribution in energy

space (localized states) between highest occupied molecular orbital’s (HOMO)

and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital’s (LUMO). In an organic semiconduc-

tor, the terms HOMO and LUMO are employed such that HOMO is the highest

filled valence band when compared with an inorganic semiconductor and LUMO

is analogous to its conduction band. The gap between HOMO and LUMO defines

the bandgap of a specific organic semiconductor and there are usually traps inside

the bandgap of an organic semiconductor, defined by distinct energy states and

free charge carriers get trapped in these energy states. Trapped charges can be

released after obtaining energy from various sources; such as temperature, photo

absorption, or other form of excitation; resulting into a current generation referred

to as electrical response of an organic semiconductor device. It is a well established

fact that traps are exponentially distributed inside an energy band and play an

important role in determining the characteristics of a device.
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The second model, which is field dependent mobility model takes into account the

exponential dependence of hole mobility (µp) on square root of electric field over

a wide range and can be expressed as [27]:

µp = µ0 exp

[√
F

F0

]
(1.3)

where µ0 is the reference mobility, and F0 denoted as a pre-factor and its value is

sample dependent.

Mark and Helfrich [28] were the first to report exponential trap distribution model

with constant mobility. Exponential trap distribution model takes into the account

the concentration of free carriers, p0 and it is significantly smaller compared to

concentration of trapped carrier, pt. Therefore, the trap distribution, ht can be

presented as a function of energy, E and is given by the following Eq. 1.4:

ht(E) =
Nt

Ec

exp

(
−En

Ec

)
(1.4)

where Nt represents trap density, Ec denotes characteristic energy constant of the

distribution and En represents the difference between trap and target energy state.

The characteristic energy constant is proportional to characteristics temperature,

Tc given as Ec = kTc (Here k is the Boltzmann’s constant).

Traps in organic semiconductor amorphous materials are originated due to dis-

orders, dangling bonds, and impurities, etc. Very often, free charge carriers get

capture in these traps and thus, impacting the conduction process of an organic

semiconductor [29].

Traps are divided into electron or hole traps as per their energy levels. The

localized states close and below the LUMO and HOMO levels are called electron

trap and hole trap states, respectively [30]. Impurities, deformities (structural)

and self trapping phenomena’s, etc. are some of the contributors of trap states

[15]. Process parameters such as deposition rate and substrate temperature, etc.

are also reported to create some traps [31].
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1.7 Space Charge Limited Current (SCLC)

Region where charge concentration (electrons, holes or ions) is accumulated is

known as space charge. The charges can be localized or mobile, resulting in a non-

uniform localized electric field space. When directed by the non-uniform electric

field, charges are transported and generate space charge limited current (SCLC).

Most organic and polymer semiconducting materials exhibit SCLC characteristics

as shown in Fig. 1.6 [32, 33]. Three well defined regions are derived from the Fig.

1.6, which are listed below:

(a) Region-I

(b) Region-II

(c) Region-III

1.7.1 Region-I

Region-I is the ohmic charge region, shown in Fig. 1.6, where applied voltage is

increased slowly. The injected charges from electrodes are consumed to fill the

trap states. A very small current is observed as some charges may succeed to

reach the opposite electrode. Thus, the current in this region changes linearly

with the increase in voltage. The current density (J) in this region can be written

as [32, 33]: J = qµpp0(V/L)

J = qµpp0E

(1.5)

where q is the electronic charge, L is channel length and p0 is the hole density.

1.7.2 Region-II

With the increase in voltage, device enters in Region-II called trapped space charge

region, as shown in Fig. 1.6. For high voltage levels, excess charge carriers are in-

jected from electrodes to organic semiconductor. This charge transport in organic
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Figure 1.6: I − V characteristics of a typical organic semiconductor diode
[32, 33].

semiconductor is influenced by traps density. The excess charge in this region is

controlled by the geometrical capacitance, C of the organic layer and defined as:

Q = CV (1.6)

where

C =
ε

d
(1.7)

where, ε = ε0εm; such as ε0 represents permittivity of the free space and εm is

dielectric constant of the material and d is the separation between two plates of

the capacitor. Furthermore, trapped space charge limited current density can be

expressed as [32, 33]:

J =
9

8
εθµp

V 2

d3
(1.8)

where θ is the trap factor, which differentiates Region-II from Region-III.
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1.7.3 Region-III

With the increase in voltage, the device reaches a state where there are no traps

left to be filled and device behaves as free of trap thin organic semiconductor film.

The space charge limited current in this region can be expressed as:

J =
9

8
εµp

V 2

d3
(1.9)

Eq. 1.9 is known as Mott-Gurney law and it is the solid-state analogy of child law

of SCLC in a vacuum [32, 33].

1.8 Organic Semiconductor Sensors

Devices that senses the physical, biological, chemical and environmental param-

eters and generates an output are known as sensors. External agents such as

humidity, temperature, etc. are responsible for the variation in electrical prop-

erties of an organic semiconductor. Thus, by employing this property of organic

semiconductors, one can use organic thin films for sensing applications [34]. Or-

ganic semiconductor based sensors offer following advantages:

(a) simple deposition process of thin films;

(b) sensitivity to environmental agents;

(c) cost effectiveness for large-scale production;

(d) high electronic tunability;

(e) high absorption coefficient and

(f) flexibility.

1.8.1 Impedance Sensing

Impedance sensors show the output as change in capacitance and/or resistance

for an input. For example, organic semiconductor CuPc thin film sensor output
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impedance changes with respect to gas absorption, e.g. NO2 gas [35]. Also, CNTs

based sensors show change in their impedance value by changing ambient humidity.

1.8.2 Semiconductor Device Dependent Sensing

These sensors are of complex nature because the sensing mechanism can alter the

device (sensor) characteristics, e.g. shift in diode characteristics, and change in

OFET threshold voltage, etc. Hamilton et al. [36] reported the variation in drain

current of organic polymer TFTs (OP-TFTs) when exposed to white light. Sim-

ilarly, Bartic et al. [37] reported organic semiconductor poly (3-hexylthiophene)

based OFETs as sensing devices for charge detection in an aqueous medium.

1.8.3 Resonant Dependent Sensing

In resonant based sensors, variation in the resonance frequency is measured for

an applied input. This change in frequency is due to variation in sensing material

properties such as changes in mass or wave propagation. Semiconducting organic

polymers (Polyacetylenes) are reported to be extensively employed in humidity

sensors as base materials for resonance dependent sensing [38].

1.8.4 Electrochemical Dependent Sensing

These type of sensors are mostly used as chemical dependent sensors. In such sen-

sors, variations in cell current, cell resistance and electrode potential are observed

with respect to different analyte [39].

1.8.5 Image Sensing

Image sensors are composed of an array of photodiode coupled with backplane in

a 2D space where each pixel consists of a light sensing diode and switch. The data
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collected from the 2D array of photodiode mapped in color or gray scale, which

represents a image. High performance organic photodiodes are of great interest as

image sensors. Yu et al. [40] reported image sensing arrays fabricated in full-color

with greater dimensional area. For efficient readout, these sensors require high

photosensitivity with greater dynamic range, fast response time, and low dark

current.

1.8.6 Charged Particle Dependent Organic Semiconductor

Sensing

In these sensors, variation in electrical properties of organic semiconductor is mea-

sured with the interaction of high energy particles, which is similar to inorganic

semiconductor materials. Beckerle et al. [41] reported a mechanism to detect 5

MeV α-particle efficiently using organic polymer semiconductor polyacetylene as

base material for its thin film sensor.

1.9 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation reports the fabrication and characterization of organic semicon-

ductor and nanomaterials based devices/FETs. These fabricated devices have

shown sensitivity towards different physical parameters like temperature, humid-

ity, strain , pressure , displacement. Based on the device sensitivity towards

physical parameters, these fabricated devices are termed as humidity, tempera-

ture, pressure and strain sensors. The sensors fabrication and characterization

have been organized as follows:

Chapter 1 presented fundamental concepts pertaining to organic semiconductor

materials their classifications, advantages of using them in electronics devices,

fundamental properties of organic semiconductor based materials and different

sensing mechanism has been discussed. A brief introduction to charge transport

mechanism in organic semiconductor materials has also been discussed.
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Chapter 2 focuses on previously reported studies related to historical evolution

of organic semiconductor based electronic devices. A detailed review has been pre-

sented with special focus on organic semiconductor based temperature, humidity,

strain, pressure, displacement and multifunctional sensors. A comparative analy-

sis of various designs is presented and based on the reported data research gaps

for future study are developed.

Chapter 3 discusses OFETs based sensors which can measure both ambient hu-

midity as well as temperature. These sensors are designed, fabricated, and tested

for their potential use by the relevant industry. The channel of the OFET was de-

fined by an organic material comprising of OD (8 wt.%) and sugar (8 wt.%). The

properties of OFETs were investigated as ambient humidity and temperature. It

has been shown that fabricated OFETs are highly sensitive to both the variables

and can potentially be employed by the industry as thermistor and as a posistor.

Chapter 4 discusses a novel and low-cost composite humidity sensor technology,

developed to accommodate the needs of flexible electronics for various monitoring

applications. Flexible humidity sensors are realized using a composite active layer.

Finished devices are then tested in a chamber. Impedance and capacitance varia-

tions as a function of humidity and frequency have been evaluated. The designed

sensors, in general, can be employed in any industrial process where humidity and

temperature ought to be controlled including biomedical instrumentation.

Chapter 5 discusses multifunctional sensors (MFS) which can measure temper-

ature, pressure and displacement. They are fabricated using OD sandwiched by

CNTs and graphene materials. The developed sensor, as a single device, can be

installed to assess temperature, pressure and displacement in an industrial appli-

cation.

Chapter 6 discusses fabrication and characterization of strain sensors, realized

using a composite of MWCNTs and silicon adhesive. The finished devices, after

the fabrication, are characterized at various frequencies. The developed sensors are

light weight and smaller in size and therefore, can potentially be used in wearable

electronics and biomedical equipment.
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Chapter 7 discusses the outcomes achieved from this research and proposes pos-

sible extension which can be carried out as a future work.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter presents a brief introduction and historical evolution of organic semi-

conductor devices and their potential use in the development of different sensors.

The sensors discussed here are being used to measure some of the most important

and common parameters which one encounters in many industrial and daily life

applications. A brief description and introduction to the material system used in

the fabrication of these sensors are also presented.

2.1 Organic Semiconductor Electronic

Organic materials were known to be electrically insulators till the observation of

photoconductivity in anthracene. Anthracene was known to be the first photo-

conductive organic material [42]. In 1960’s, basic phenomena of charge carrier

transport and optical excitation was observed in organic molecular crystal [43].

From that point onward, researchers and scientists actively started to synthesize

polymers and doped organic materials.

In the 20th century, enhancement in organic materials conductivity has attracted

researchers to investigate the potential use of organic semiconductor materials

for devices to supplement conventional inorganic materials [44, 45]. During this

period, many organic semiconductors were studied, and based on their electrical

21
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properties [46] and field effect phenomena, they were employed in electrolumines-

cence applications [47]. Experiments were also conducted to control the electrical

conductivity of different organic materials. One such example is that of poly-

acetylene which forms a unique group of conducting polymers of which electrical

conductivity can be controlled by adopting different dopants [48]. With an im-

provement in polyacetylene, insulator and its interface, the metal insulator semi-

conductor (MIS) diode and FET showed advancements in electronic devices, such

as TFT and MIS-type solar cells [49]. Similar efforts in photovoltaic development

have been reported in the early 1980’s [50]. By the end of 1990, carbon-based

semiconductor devices entered into commercialization phase and, then, OLEDs

(organic light emitting diodes) were available for commercial use [51].

Naturally available organic polymers are mostly insulators. The first polymer

synthesized with significant conductivity was polyacetylene (polyethyne). Its elec-

trical conductivity was discovered by a group of scientists who received the Nobel

Prize of physics in 2000 for this contribution [52]. Immediately after the discovery

of improved conductivity, scientists shifted their focus from synthesis of organic

materials to fabrication technologies. A CPU on a plastic film substrate was fabri-

cated with operational frequency of more than 10 MHz [53, 54]. Similar efforts in

the direction of high performance RF-CPU and 8-bit microprocessor fabrication

took place by employing glass and flexible substrates, respectively [55, 56]. Pro-

cessor fabrication was greatly influenced by the development and advancements

in large-area printing techniques. They made possible the production of circuits

in large volumes on extremely thin and flexible substrates [57]. The factors that

are directly related to the printing process are: variation in threshold voltage,

trapped charges, contact resistance and capacitance [58]. Thus, a new concept

of device physics for printed TFTs was introduced, defining the relationship, and

its mechanism between the electrical characteristics of printed devices and the

rheology of inks. Keeping these parameters in view, Fakuda et al. in 2015, have

successfully fabricated printed OTFT that possess uniform and excellent electrical

characteristics [59].
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Investigation in synthetic polymer and organic small molecules had gained impor-

tance due to their use in cost effective, thin and flexible products [60]. Flexible

sensors can be employed conformably to soft and irregularly surfaces such as hu-

man skin and fabrics. The effects of material development on current state of

printable and flexible sensor technologies have been discussed in [61, 62]. These

studies claimed that these sensors are getting more space in biomedical industry

because of their improved performance and ease in fabrication.

The milestone of next decade is the transistor’s footprint reduction to nanometers.

In [63, 64], a miniaturized p-channel transistor was fabricated using CNTs, which

occupies less than half the space compared to leading silicon technologies. Wear-

able sensors for health monitoring are heavily relying on organic semiconductor

technology and methods for improving such sensors are discussed in Ref. [65].

Efforts in the area of organic semiconductor photo-detectors had been reviewed

along with their performance, working mechanism, recent advances and future ex-

pectations in [66]. Similarly, researchers have fabricated an organic transistor that

works fairly well both under low and high current conditions [67]. Recent progress

in the fabrication of organic semiconductors FETs and associated challenges are

discussed in Ref. [62]. They highlighted that OFETs morphological and structural

features play an important role in determining their electrical properties. Similar

efforts for the detection of electro-physiological signals such as electrocardiogram

(ECG) were discussed by Wang et al. in [68]. They reported a nanomesh organic

electrochemical transistor (NMOECT) which is a unique structure designed for

biomedical organic devices. This structure comprises of nanomesh structure on

polyurethane nanofibers which can potentially be employed to detect biomedical

signals.

Another milestone in OFETs technology was the development of low trap-state

density OFET (LTDOFET). In 2020, Huang et al. reviewed LTDOFET technol-

ogy and its applications towards sensor development. Low voltage OFETs were

possible because of this innovation, which, in-turn, reduces the sub-gap trap-state
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density at the channel interface [69]. This LTDOFET technology along with dif-

ferent material systems and solution processes had been used to develop different

sensors like bio-chemical, gas, pressure, electro-physiological and photosensor.

The use of organic semiconductors/ nanomaterials based sensors is greatly in-

creased in biomedical applications. Park et al. in 2020, [70] proposed an efficient

biosensor for the detection of important brain hormone known as dopamine (DA).

This sensor was a FET with liquid-ion interdigitated microelectrodes (IMEs) gate,

fabricated using carboxylated polypyrrole nanotubes (CPNTs) and dopamine-

specific aptamers. The performance of these FET sensors was at par with the

standard DA aptasensors.

Progress in 2D covalent organic frameworks (COFs) has been an important area

of interest among scientific community. These COFs respond to external stimuli,

for instance, gas molecules, pH values, temperature, electricity, light, etc. More-

over, COFs, their working mechanisms and various design strategies are related

to chemical sensors and photoelectronic devices [71]. Potential of organic semi-

conductors sensors in biomedical applications have been discussed very recently

in Ref [72], where it has been observed that organic semiconductors have a bright

future in medical industry because of the versatility and conformability which

inherently carried by organic semiconductor devices. Historical development on

organic semiconductor technology is outlined in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: A summarized history of organic semiconductor electronics and its
various developmental stages.

Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Györgyi 1946 Organic semiconductors electronics. [44]

Dörgyi 1948 Weak electric conductance in dyes. [45]

Akamatu et al. 1950 Introduction of organic semiconductors. [46]

Bernanose 1955 Electroluminescence in organic solids. [47]

Chiang et al. 1977 Metallic conductivity in polyacetylene. [48]

Ebisawa et al. 1983 Polyacetylene based OFET. [49]

Chamberlain 1983 Photovoltaic effect in organic materials. [50]
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Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Koezuka et al. 1987 Polythiophene based OTFT. [51]

Frängsmyr 2000 Conductive polymers synthesis. [52]

Takayama et al. 2004 CPU fabrication on plastic film substrate. [53]

Karaki et al. 2005 8-Bits Flexible microprocessor. [54]

Dembo et al. 2005 RF-CPUs on flexible substrates. [55]

Jacques et al. 2006 Differential amplifiers using polysilicon TFTs. [56]

Myny et al. 2014 CPU with inkjet printed memory. [57]

Noh et al. 2015 Printed flexible TFT based RF sensors. [58]

Fukuda et al. 2015 Printed OFETs abased amplifiers. [59]

Dey et al. 2015 Organic semiconductors in nano devices. [60]

Rim et al. 2016 Organic materials for flexible sensors. [61]

Moy et al. 2017 Development of biomedical organic devices. [62]

Cao et al. 2017 CNT based nano transistor. [63]

Burgt et al. 2018 Organic neuromorphic computing. [64]

Iee et al. 2018 Wearable sensors for health monitoring. [65]

Wang et al. 2020 Nanomesh organic electrochemical transistor. [68]

Huang et al. 2020 Low trap-state density OFET technology. [69]

Park et al. 2020 Bio sesnor with liquid-ion gate FET. [70]

She et al. 2021 Recent progress of 2D COFs. [71]

Kim et al. 2022 Organic vs inorganic semiconductors in

biomedical applications.

[72]

2.2 Temperature Sensors

Temperature sensors are widely used in industrial automation, control systems

and medical technology. There has been significant advancement in modern tech-

nologies like Internet of Things (IOT), wearable electronics, smart packaging and
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biomedical healthcare systems. Temperature assessment for high-tech applica-

tions requires sensors to be flexible, smaller, thinner and lighter for enabling their

instalment on small area and, more importantly, making them cost effective.

OFETs based temperature sensors offer many advantages, for e.g., low production

cost, multi-stimuli detectability, flexibility, integrability with peer devices, low

cross sensitivity. Therefore, they are best suited for many real world applications.

Monitoring human vitals is of prime importance for correct diagnosis of health.

Consequently, accurate measurement of temperature requires highly stable and

efficient temperature sensors [73]. Moreover, recent progress in artificial skin,

commonly, referred to as electronic skin (e-skin) fabrication essentially requires

accurate temperature monitoring with conformal and spatial resolution. Thus,

many organic material based flexible temperature sensor arrays are developed for

precise temperature monitoring [74].

For real time monitoring of patient’s vitals, such as, body temperature, heat flow,

respiration rate and skin temperature, Jung et al. [75], in 2006, proposed organic

semiconductor based flexible sensor system. These sensors have the ability to

measure physiological parameters like strain and temperature. The sensors were

fabricated employing pentacene TFTs and Wheatstone bridge structure. It is

further proposed that integrating these sensors into textile structures will enable

real time point of contact (POC) monitoring of a patient’s vitals at an early stage

of the disease.

In 2007, Jung et al. [76] proposed pentacene based TFTs temperature sensor and

discussed transport mechanism in saturation and threshold region of operations.

The reliability of these sensors was ensured by having a time delay of 60 to 300 s

between two consecutive measurements. This time delay removed the bias stress

created by trapped charges at dielectric–semiconductor interface. Furthermore,

TFTs temperature dependence characteristics in the saturation region, at low

temperature, is due to the transport of charges associated with thermally excited

hopping mechanism. However, at relatively high temperature, mobility of carriers

is yet to be determined.
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In 2013, Chani et al. [77] explored thin films for temperature sensing by employing

aluminum phthalocyanine chloride (AlPcCl) as their base material. They used 50

nm thick electrodes sitting at the gap of 50 µm. A 50− 100 nm thick organic film

was used to define the channel of the device and the measurements were performed

to assess sensors’ sensitivity by varying the temperature 25 − 80 °C. They also

simulated the response of the sensors and showed 99% accuracy between modelled

and experimental data. Organic thermistor and OFETs based organic temperature

sensors were demonstrated by Ren et al. [78], in 2013. The fabricated sensors had

large dynamic range with operating temperature from 20 to 70 °C. The developed

sensors had high resolution which made them suitable for applications, such as,

electronic skin and large-area thermal sensing array.

A new technique for low voltage temperature sensors built on flexible plastic sub-

strate has been reported in 2014 by Cosseddu et al. [79]. Fabricated sensors can

operate reliably for temperature range from 10 to 40 °C. The proposed architecture

paved way for applications like tactile sensing and wearable electronics.

In 2015, Wu et al. [80] proposed a flexible temperature sensing array using OFETs

for biomaterial applications. The sensors showed highly stable thermal response

up to 200 °C. Proposed sensors had good potential to be used in artificial skin

applications. Performance comparison between traditional biomaterial polylac-

tide (PLA) and the newly synthesized three-arm stereo complex PLA (tascPLA)

demonstrated that the thermal stability of the later material is twice compared

to its counterpart. The developed devices showed good sensitivity to tempera-

ture. The OFETs fabricated with tascPLA substrate/dielectric layers proved to be

transparent, flexible, thermally stable, sensitive towards high-temperature and bio-

compatible. These features make them suitable for applications like implantable

medical devices. Furthermore, an array of the fabricated tascPLA–OFETs was

developed which efficiently detected a 2D temperature field.

Ren et al. [81], in 2016, demonstrated an array of flexible temperature sensor and

showed its application in biomedical. Poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN) is used

as a flexible substrate and Al as dielectric material which exhibited low voltage
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operation (4 V) and relatively small leakage current approximately tens of pA.

The operational range varies from 20–100 °C. The conductivity and sensitivity of

thermistor were tunable and it has been shown that a 16×16 OFET array provided

a 2D temperature information for any shape of object in contact. The developed

array has a wide range of applications such as remote sensing environments, e-skin

and biomedical.

In 2016, Nakayama et al. [82] presented an organic temperature detector that

consists of flexible sensors integrated with a read-out circuit (comparator). The

output of detector was a digital signal that showed the relative magnitude cor-

relation between the sensor temperature with respect to a threshold value. A

2-bit parallel ADC was also fabricated as a read-out circuit, and analog-to-digital

conversion of the sensor signal was shown.

Ye et al. [83] in 2016, analyzed and investigated the temperature dependent electri-

cal properties of F16CuPc/α6T heterojunction based OFETs temperature sensors.

It has been shown that the charge mobility in these temperature sensors is asso-

ciated with heat driven hopping process. The fabricated devices were analyzed

for thermal activation energy (EA) at different temperatures. The value of EA

= 40.1 meV for temperature over 200 K was reported. For temperature range 100

to 200 K, the value of EA was 16.3 meV and the charge transport mechanism was

mainly controlled by shallow traps. Finally, for temperatures above 200 K, it has

been shown that there is an inverse relationship between VT and temperature. The

observed variation in VT due to the interface dipolar charges is 0.185 V/K, which

is greater than the variation observed in single layer devices, i.e VT ∼ 0.020 V/K.

It was concluded that these devices could be employed as temperature sensors to

be operated at relatively lower voltages.

In 2017, flexible thermal sensors have been developed by Song et al. [84]. These

sensors showed p−type transistor characteristics for temperature range 25–100

°C. The hole mobility evaluated for these sensors increased linearly with increas-

ing values of temperature. Another such contribution in the area of flexible sen-

sors based on OFETs was made in 2018 by Manda et al. [85]. They fabricated
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sensors using flexible poly(ethylene terephthalate) substrate. The fabricated de-

vices exhibited high temperature sensitivity for temperature range 20–45 °C, low

power consumption (micro watts) and ultrafast response time (∼ 24 ms). The

performance stability of these sensors was also demonstrated by applying extreme

conditions such as under water use, exposure to solution of various pH values and

salt concentrations. It has been reported that these sensors are well suited for

healthcare applications.

Subbar et al. , in 2018, reported a novel tri-layer temperature sensor which showed

exceptional ambient stability and efficiency [86]. Tri-layer devices exhibited rela-

tively high sensitivity for temperature range −30 to 80 °C, which made them a

preferred candidate for many medical applications.

In 2018, Agarwal et al. [87] developed organic temperature sensors based on asym-

metric metal insulator semiconductor capacitor with electrically tunable sensing

area. Strong temperature dependence has been reported by an area-asymmetric

organic metal-insulator (AMIS) capacitor. The designed structure was asymmet-

ric and poly-4-vinyl-phenol/pentacene was used as the device organic material

which exhibited a relatively high temperature coefficient. Their fabricated sensors

exhibited higher sensitivity as the temperature dependent mobility of the channel

carriers was controlled by the sensor threshold voltage for a given frequency.

Today’s wearable electronics is considered a cutting edge technology. Key factors

of such devices include stretchability and conformability without compromising

on their electrical performance. Zhu et al. [88], in 2019, demonstrated an organic

thin film flexible and stretchable temperature sensor. This sensor had the ability

to respond to strain and temperature, simultaneously, and the observed accuracy

was within 1 °C with 0%–30% uniaxial strains.

Haque et al. [89] in 2020, reported methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) TFT

temperature sensor without an encapsulation layer. This sensor utilizes ambipolar

transport mechanism to enhance temperature range and sensitivity which made

MAPbI3 TFT temperature sensor a potential candidate for stable, simple and

cost-effective monolithic integration.
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An important characteristic of a physical sensor is that it should have stable

performance after many operational cycles. Rullyani et al. [90], in 2020 , fab-

ricated flexible temperature sensors with detection range 30 − 45 °C. They em-

ployed poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and pentacene to fabricate these sensors and

reported results for more than 100 bending cycles thus, paving the way for flexible

and wearable monitoring devices.

In order to avoid wide spread pollution from electronic devices, there is a dire

need to shift towards green electronics. One such effort in the development of

green temperature sensor was reported in 2020, by Ravariu et al. [91]. They

fabricated organic transistors at room temperature using para-aminobenzoic acid

(PABA) grafted to ferrite nanoparticles. The comparison was also made between

PABA-NCS and pentacne based devices, and it was concluded that PABA-NCS

device showed superior ION/IOFF ratio. Thus, fabrication of PABA-NCS organic

transistors presents promising characteristics for the future green electronics.

An overview of recent developments in temperature sensors is presented in [92, 93].

In these articles, authors have presented a detailed classification of temperature

sensors based on their working mechanism. It has been summarized that work-

ing mechanism does not affect significantly the sensor parameters like sensitivity

etc. However, material type used to fabricate a sensor plays the main role in

determining the power consumption and operational characteristics of a tempera-

ture sensor. Historical development of organic semiconductor based temperature

sensors is outlined in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: A summarized review of evolutionary research work carried out in
the development of organic temperature sensors.

Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Jung et al. 2006 Pentacene based temperature sensor. [75]

Jung et al. 2007 Transport mechanism in Pentacene sensor. [76]

Chani et al. 2013 AlPcCl based temperature sensor [77]

Ren et al. 2013 OFET based temperature sensor. [78]

Cosseddu et al. 2014 Flexible temperature sensor. [79]
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Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Wu et al. 2015 OFET based flexible temperature sensor. [80]

Ren et al. 2016 Array of flexible temperature sensor. [81]

Nakayama et al. 2016 Flexible sensors and read-out circuits. [82]

Ye et al. 2016 OTFTs based heterojunction sensors. [83]

Song et al. 2016 Sensors for temperature ranges 25− 100 °C. [84]

Manda et al. 2018 Ultra fast physiological-temperature sensors. [85]

Subbarao et al. 2018 CuPc thin film based temperature sensor. [86]

Agarwal et al. 2018 Tunable organic temperature sensor. [87]

Zhu et al. 2019 Stretchable temperature sensor. [88]

Haque et al. 2020 Perovskite temperature sensor. [89]

Rullyani et al. 2020 Stimuli responsive polymer sensor. [90]

Ravariu et al. 2020 Green temperature sensor. [91]

Zhu et al. 2021 Temperature sensors for e-skin applications. [92]

Polena et al. 2022 Progress in OFET-based temperature sensors. [93]

2.3 Humidity Sensors

Humidity is an important physical parameter as it affects all forms of life whether

living (humans) or non-living (materials). Scientific community and researchers

have been continually exploring techniques to develop and explore materials for

humidity sensors which should offer good stability, durability, fast response and

recovery time; high in linearity and low hysteresis. Humidity sensors usually em-

ploy carbonaceous materials which change its capacitive and resistive properties

as a function of ambient humidity. Effects of humidity on electrical resistance of

single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT), suspended single walled carbon nan-

otube (SSWCNT) and multi walled carbon nano tube (MWCNT) are discussed in

[94]. Electrical impedance spectroscopy of the SWCNT films has given an insight

regarding sensor performance and conduction behaviour which was observed as a
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function of frequency and humidity. Based on the doping of SWCNT (undoped

or Li-doped), different humidity ranges were achieved. Various film parameters

like SWCNT material properties, orientation in network, concentration, and film

thickness, etc. were discussed in [94].

The humidity-sensing characteristics of aligned suspended single-walled carbon

nanotube films were presented in Ref. [95]. A comparison between suspended and

non-suspended architectures was carried out by recording the change in resistance

of the nanotubes under humidity effects. In [96], humidity effects on the properties

of MWCNT epoxy nanocomposites were studied by varying frequency from 40

Hz to 110 MHz. The authors prepared MWCNT epoxy nanocomposites with

different MWCNT concentrations by direct mixing method, and the composites

were deposited on the glass epoxy substrate using stencil printing technique. The

overall impedance of the nanocomposites tends to increase with the increase of the

humidity, and the humidity effects tend to decrease with the increase of MWCNT

concentration. Theoretical and experimental data on the working principles of

nanotubes have been presented in Ref. [97].

In 2020, Anichini et al. [98] proposed a novel humidity sensor based on reduced

graphene oxide (rGO) combined with hydrophilic moieties, i.e. tetraethylene glycol

chains. Compared to pristine rGO, the hybrid material exhibits improved sensing

performance. The developed sensor showed high sensitivity i.e an increase of 31%

resistance from 2% to 97% humidity. The sensor also showed ultrafast response

time of 25 ms with good reliability and repeatability towards moisture.

In 2021, Afzal et al. [99] proposed a surface type humidity sensor. The sensor

was fabricated by depositing methyl green (MG) thin film between Al electrodes

(Al/MG/Al). The change in resistance and capacitance of the sensor was observed

while varying RH of the chamber. The sensor was tested for 32% to 85% RH at 1,

10 and 100 kHz. It was concluded that RH is directly proportional to capacitance

and inversely to resistance. The sensors response and recovery time was reported

to be 200 and 60 seconds, respectively.
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Mohammedture et al. [100], in 2021, optimized different variables involved in

defining the performance of a humidity sensor. They concluded that geometrical

optimization is equally important besides material optimization. They reached to

this conclusion by simulating and modeling graphene oxide based humidity sensor

using COMSOL Multiphysics software. They found that response time of sensor

improves many fold by decreasing the upper electrodes width and increasing inter-

electrode spacing.

A vertically aligned multiwalled carbon nanotube (VA-MWCNT) based humid-

ity sensor was fabricated by Wang et al. [101], in 2021. The fabricated sensor

is well suited for mass production because of its fabrication technique and low

manufacturing cost. The fabricated sensor displayed good linearity for 40 to 90%

RH, low hysteresis (H = 1.5% RH), fast response (3.3 s) and high stability and

repeatability. All these performance parameters made the VA-MWCNT sensor a

promising candidate for humidity sensing.

A flexible humidity sensor made from cellulose nanofiber/carbon black (CNF/CB)

composite was proposed in 2022 by Tachibana et al. [102]. The use of cellulose

nanofiber helped in ink preparation and printing processes. The hydrophilic and

porous nature of base material also enhanced the sensitivity and response time of

the sensor. The sensor responded to humidity ranging from 30% to 90% RH and

recovery time of 10 and 6 seconds, respectively. The reported sensor can be used in

monitoring human respiration etc. Table 2.3 summarizes the recent development

in organic semiconductor based humidity sensors.

Table 2.3: A brief overview representing technological growth observed in
organic semiconductor humidity sensors.

Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Arunachalam et

al.

2018 Humidity sensor fabricated using suspended

carbon nanotubes.

[95]

Sanli et al. 2018 Impedance variation due to humidity in

MWCNT epoxy.

[96]
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Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Zaporotskova et

al.

2018 Carbon nanotubes based humidity sensors as

modern electronics.

[97]

Anichini et al. 2020 Novel humidity sensor based on 2D material

with improved performance.

[98]

Afzal et al. 2021 Surface type humidity sensor with increased

sensing area.

[99]

Mohammedture

et al.

2021 Optimization of humidity sensor parameters

using COMSOL Multiphysics software.

[100]

Wang et al. 2021 Vertically aligned multiwall carbon nanotubes

based humidity sensors.

[101]

Tachibana et al. 2022 Cellulose Nanofiber/Carbon Black (CNF/CB)

composite based flexible humidity sensors.

[102]

2.4 Strain Sensors

Electromechanical transducers based on piezoresistive effect have been reported by

research groups for their use in strain sensing applications. These sensors showed

good strain sensitivity for larger stain values. However, for lower strain values,

new materials are to be explored to achieve good gauge factor and sensitivity.

Among new materials, recently explored CNTs showed impressive properties. The

unique atomic structure of the CNTs allows to achieve high sensitivity even for a

smaller size [103].

In recent past, the researchers have shown a great interest in investigating elec-

tromechanical properties of CNTs; especially, the piezoresistive properties for de-

signing new micro-strain sensors. Various pressure sensors and accelerometers

based on CNTs which exploit their piezoresistive properties were also studied and

reported in [103, 104].
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In 2003, Cao et al. [103] reported the piezoresistive sensitivity of strain sensors

which was 600 to 1000 under axial strain−fabricated using small band-gap quasi-

metallic nanotubes. These values are much higher compared to those sensors

fabricated using metallic nanotubes. The piezoresistive effect of p-CNT film was

observed and reported in 2003 by Li et al. [104], and it was found that the sensi-

tivity was equal to 65 under 500 micro-strains at room temperature. Regoliosi et

al. [105], in 2004, showed deformation (mechanical) vs conductivity relationship

of free standing membranes of SWCNTs and reported piezoresistive sensitivity

which was 2.3 − 2.5 times higher when compared with Si substrate. In 2005,

Grow et al. [106] investigated CNTs piezoresistance on deformable thin-film SiN

membranes and assessed variation in electronic transport as a function of strain.

They also estimated band gap of the material and observed strain-induced varia-

tion in electrical properties of the sensor. Stampfer et al. [107] reported sensors

based on nano-electromechanical piezoresistance properties using SWNTs. Their

theoretical and experimental findings showed that the SWNTs exhibit non-linear

piezoresistive sensitivities up to 1500 under 1% applied strain. Xue and Cui [108],

in 2007, studied TFTs based on SWCNT on a flexible (plastic) substrate and

observed the variation in resistance upon bending the substrate.

In 2007, Liu et al. [109] fabricated strain sensors for bio-mechanical implants using

MWCNT-poly (L-lactide) (PLLA) nanocomposite. They observed that the mixing

of PLLA with MWCNTs improves load tranfer characteristics by providing bet-

ter interfacial bonding between polymer and carbon nanotubes. Their fabricated

sensors exhibited linear response with relatively higher sensitivity. Vemuru et al.

[110], in 2009, investigated strain sensing properties of MWCNT film. The aim of

their study was to evaluate the effectiveness of MWCNTs in strain sensors tech-

nology. They observed real time strain response of MWCNTs under tensile load

and found a linear relationship between measured voltages and the applied load.

They also investigated electro-mechanical properties of MWCNT film and found

that these characteristics are fully reversible after removing the load. Additionally,

they studied variation in the device characteristics as a function of temperature

and reported promising results and established potential use of their devices as
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a temperature sensors. In 2011, N. Hu et al. [111] reviewed the advancements

on piezoresistive strain sensors utilizing CNT based polymer nano-composites. In

this review, they established that CNT offers a promising alternative as a sens-

ing material when compared with other smart materials currently employed by

the sensor industry. They reached to this conclusion by comparing electrical and

physical data of the devices fabricated using CNT and other materials. Obitayo

and Liu [112], in 2012, reviewed piezoresistive strain sensors based on CNTs and

showed that CNTs sensors provide a predictable and stable response. They re-

ported that CNT based strain sensor can be employed both at nano and micro

scales. They also reported that CNT changes its band structure under strain and

this property made CNT a promising candidate for strain sensor technology. In

2014, Grabowski et al. [113] developed CNTs and epoxy based strain sensors by

employing a simplified fabrication technique i.e. screen printing. They tested the

fabricated sensors by varying loads and observed that the screen printing tech-

nique offers an economically viable option for the fabrication of CNT/epoxy based

strain sensors. Saleem et al. [114], in 2015, investigated strain sensors based on

twin and uniform crystals of TCNQ ion-radical salts. They studied the sensitiv-

ity of the sensors and found that the twined crystals fabricated using a chemical

process offer sensitivity between 4000−6000 compared to uniform crystals. Sapra

et al. [115] reported that in contrast to conventional strain sensors, CNTs sensors

have high gauge factor (∼22.4) at nano and macro scales. Furthermore, In 2015,

Yasin et al. [116] investigated polymer-fullerene bulk heterojunction based flexible

strain sensor worked on the principal of OFET.

OFETs using flexible materials like rubrene single-crystal nano belts, PMMA di-

electric, and PET substrate were fabricated by Wang et al. [117], in 2017. It was

reported that the sensor under tensile and compressive strain changes its current.

While the field-dependant mobility showed a linear response under the same exper-

imentation. On the other hand, fabricated sensors exhibited repeatable response

when subjected to strain conditions. Thus, they showed suitability for automation

and biomedical applications.
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Another effort in the development of flexible strain sensor was made by the same

group, i.e Wang et al. , in 2018 by using rubrene single crystal as the sensing ma-

terial [118]. The proposed device was a two terminal device built upon a flexible

PET substrate. Its operational principle involved modulation of intermolecular

distance of organic crystal under applied strain; whereas, in OFET based strain

sensors, the device behaviour is explained using the concept of grain boundary

spacing. The proposed sensor exhibited excellent sensitivity by showing a gauge-

factor of 279. The study also carried out to show a comparison between different

stain sensors, and it was demonstrated that their technology offered better perfor-

mance relative to conventional counterparts. These sensors can be used to detect

physical movements of a human body, such as, breathing and limbs bending.

Key component in wearable electronic devices is a fiber which should be sensitive,

stretchable and flexible in nature. In 2019, You et al. [119] proposed a graphene-

based fiber strain sensor which was fabricated by immersion of graphene sheets in

poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) matrix via direct ink extrusion which can respond

to different deformations such as bending, twisting, compressing, and stretching.

The sensor can be used for 600 cycles of stretch and release process, and the

output signal has less than 6.2% attenuation. This sensor has wide application as

wearable strain sensors for real time human motion monitoring.

Wearable electronic devices such as fabric based strain sensors have attracted

tremendous attention, because they are light-weight and have good air permeabil-

ity. However, the technology is still striving to get maturity in order to achieve

improved stability and better sensitivity for a wider operational range. One such

development was reported by Jin et al. in 2022, [120]. They developed a fabric like

strain sensor using rGO and reinforced polyaniline (PANI). This sensor exhibited

gauge factor of 24, operational range 0.2%–50% with good mechanical durability

and sensitivity. The sensor can comfortably be used for 1500 stretching/releasing

cycles test. This technology could be a game changer and might open new avenues

in control and medical fields.
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Flexible electronics has presently gained much importance in medical applications,

and in this regards, different types of yarn for strain sensing has been developed.

In 2022, Tang et al. [121] also proposed such strain-sensing yarn. The yarn was

composed of carbon black particles, CNTs, and graphene flakes. This yarn has

medical use like smart medicated plaster that can detect motions in the rehabili-

tation of joint pain by simple sewing.

Strain sensors encapsulation layer has its merits and demerits. It has been dis-

cussed in literature that strain sensors without encapsulation layer had good gauge

factor but it limits their operational range. Lv et al. explored in 2022, this aspect

and proposed a strain sensor with high gauge factor and extended strain range

[122]. The sensing material was rGO with ultra thin polyurethane (PU) as en-

capsulation layer. The operational range of the proposed sensor can reach 51%,

with gauge factor lied in the range of 8.02 − 125.05. The effect of thickness of

encapsulated layer on the developed strain sensor was also investigated. Finally,

the sensor was used to fabricate smart gloves that has the ability to distinguish

ten different gestures. This work could have huge applications in robotics and

human-machine interaction.

A detailed review about strain sensors operational mechanism and their poten-

tial applications was discussed in 2022 by Ma et al. in [123]. They categorized

the transition mechanisms observed in these sensors as: a) resistive; b) capac-

itive; c) inductive and d) piezoelectric or triboelectric etc. They also reviewed

and compared the performance parameters of different strain sensors based on

their sensing mechanism. Table 2.4 summarizes the recent development in organic

semiconductor based strain sensors as discussed in the preceding paragraphs:

Table 2.4: Developments in organic semiconductor based strain sensors.

Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Cao et al. 2003 Flexible strain sensor based on CNTs. [103]

Li et al. 2003 Piezoresistive effects in CNTs films. [104]

Regoliosi et al. 2004 Piezoresistive effects in SWCNTs. [105]

Grow et al. 2005 Piezoresistance in deformable CNTs film. [106]
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Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Stampfer et al. 2007 SWCNTs vs piezoresistive properties. [107]

Xue et al. 2007 CNTs sensor with conformal characteristics. [108]

Liu et al. 2007 Biomedical MWCNTs strain sensors. [109]

Vemuru et al. 2009 Properties of MWCNTs strain sensors. [110]

Alamusi et al. 2011 CNTs sensors with polymer nano-composites. [111]

Obitayo et al. 2012 Review on CNTs piezoresistive sensors. [112]

Grabowski et al. 2014 Strain sensors using screen printing. [113]

Saleem et al. 2015 TCNQ compound based strain sensors. [114]

Sapra et al. 2015 Strain sensors with high gauge-factor. [115]

Yasin et al. 2015 Flexible strain sensors using TFTs. [116]

Wang et al. 2017 OFETs for ultra-sensitive strain sensing. [117]

Wang et al. 2018 Rubrene single-crystal based strain sensors. [118]

You et al. 2019 Flexible wearable strain sensors. [119]

Jin et al. 2022 Highly sensitive biomedical strain sensors. [120]

Tang et al. 2022 Strain sensing yarn for medical applications. [121]

Lv et al. 2022 Ultra thin gesture recognition sensors. [122]

Ma et al. 2022 Review on strain sensors working mechanisms. [123]

2.5 Pressure and Displacement Sensors

Efforts are being made in the development of organic semiconductor based pressure

and displacement sensors, as these have wider applications in flexible and wearable

electronics, biomedical devices and robotics. In 2017, Ma et al. [124], presented

a high resolution, low cost and self powered 2D sensor. They used PDMS and

carbon fibers to fabricate 2D sensor. The sensor had response time of ∼68 ms

with sensitivity of 0.055 nAKPa−1. Due to its flexible nature, the fabricated

device could be employed on a curved surface including the human skin referred

to as e-skin.
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Fabrication of pressure sensor that has a good sensitivity with low hysteresis is

considered as a challenging task. In 2019, Choi et al. [125] developed a capaci-

tive pressure sensor which was fabricated using porous ecoflex-multiwalled carbon

nanotube composite (PEMC) structures. The sensor was simpler in design and

cost-effective. The sensitivity of the device was measured and found as 6.42 and

1.72 kPa−1 for a range of 0 − 2 and 2 − 10 kPa, respectively. It has been re-

ported that the developed sensor can be employed in blood pressure assessment

instruments.

In 2021, Mishra et al. [126] presented an overview regarding the developments of

pressure sensors based on capacitive sensing techniques. The overview of capacitive

pressure sensors includes: operating mechanism, material suitability, fabrication

technique and applications. Capacitive pressure sensors, in simple words, resem-

bled a parallel plate capacitor having a dielectric material in between. A variation

in plate distance, because of external pressure, changes the capacitance which is

usually measured and translated into pressure. The sensitivity of the sensor can

be improved through various techniques including its dielectric material. It has

been discussed by Mishra et al. that CNTs or metallic nanoparticles embedded in

elastomers are considered good candidates for such applications.

In 2021, Cao et al. [127] reviewed the developments of 3D graphene based pressure

sensors. The authors discussed various methods involved in the preparation of

graphene based sensing material along with their potential applications in different

piezoresistive sensors. In the end, a comprehensive survey was presented describing

the challenges faced and future prospects of the pressure sensors.

A novel pressure sensor was proposed by Zaho et al. in [128] in 2021. The sensor

was based on MWCNTs and laser-induced graphene. The device was fabricated

using laser direct writing technique. The developed sensor offered relatively im-

proved sensitivity for detection limit ∼ 1.2 Pa. Its durability was assessed and it

was observed that its performance remained stable for more than 2000 cycles with

2 ms as response/recovery time. Due to its improved exhibited performance, the

device is considered to be a good candidate for wearable electronic.
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Flexible pressure sensors and arrays that can retain their sensing ability for arbi-

trary deformation are vital for wider applications, such as: prosthetics, robotics,

healthcare, human–machine interface and e-skin. An overview covering design

and fabrication of flexible pressure sensor arrays is presented in 2022 by Duan et

al. in [129]. A critical analysis was made and some issues faced by the industry

were identified. Additionally, the authors discussed latest technological status of

pressure sensor arrays and their potential applications in the industry such as,

healthcare and aerospace.

For e-skin applications, sensitivity and flexibility are of prime importance for any

type of a pressure sensor. In 2022, Gilanizadehdizaj et al. in [130] reported a

pressure sensor having high sensitivity and good flexibility. The device was fabri-

cated using rGO grown on a flexible PCB. The fabricated piezoresistive pressure

sensors possessed many features such as mechanical stability, high sensitivity and

wider operational range 0–30 kPa. The reported sensitivity was 0.13 kPa−1 for a

pressure value less than 10 kPa and it was 0.05 kPa−1 for pressure higher than 10

kPa. While considering sensitivity and detection in linear range of a sensor, it is

of paramount importance to have an optimum working point for improved system

performance. Wang et al. [131], in 2022, addressed this problem by proposing

a novel structure device called dual conducting layer dome (DCLD). This DCLD

structure has a Ag nanowire and a low conducting layer of carbon black nanoparti-

cles and PDMS. The device was fabricated by complying to the following sequence:

a) scratch coating; b) followed by dip-coating and c) vacuum adsorption. The sen-

sitivity of the fabricated devices was reported as 51.7 kPa−1 for pressure range

0.01–250 kPa. It has been explained that for long cycles, sensors based on DCLD

offered better performance compared to PDMS based sensors. Table 2.5 presents

a summary of organic semiconductor based pressure and displacement sensors.

Table 2.5: Presents a summarized view of pressure & displacement sensors
developed using organic semiconductor materials.

Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Ma et al. 2017 Self-powered artificial e-skin. [124]

Choi et al. 2019 Capacitive pressure sensor. [125]
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Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Mishra et al. 2021 MWCNTs and graphene based sensors. [126]

Cao et al. 2021 3D graphene based pressure sensors. [127]

Zaho et al. 2021 Highly responsive flexible pressure sensors. [128]

Duan et al. 2022 Latest development in pressure sensor arrays. [129]

Gilanizadehdizaj

et al.

2022 Flexible piezoresistive pressure sensor arrays. [130]

Wang et al. 2022 Dual conductive layer pressure sensors. [131]

2.6 Multifunctional Sensors (MFS)

Multifunctional sensors (MFS) have the ability to sense multiple parameters, e.g.

illumination, strain, pressure, displacement, temperature, humidity etc. For many

years, a number of MFS, which can be used in different areas of technology and

environmental assessment, have been fabricated and investigated. A sensor array

featuring capacitive touch was fabricated by using flexible electrodes employing

simple process with low strain response [132]. In [133], MFS were fabricated

for detecting solutions pH-values, solvent type and ethanol percentage in water.

The integration of electrical, mechanical and electromechanical properties of MFS

material such as CNTs is considered a major challenge, and this issue has been

discussed in detail in [134]. The authors in [135] investigated the properties of

pristine OD, CNT, and graphene powders based MFS for displacement, pressure,

and temperature measurements, and their potential use in the industry.

In 2013, Martin et al. [136] compared MWCNTs and thermally reduced function-

alized graphene sheets (FGSs) in an epoxy resin. While comparing the data, they

found that mechanical performance of the FGS nanocomposites was far better

than the MWCNTs. An improvement of 50% and 15% of Young’s modulus and

strength was noted, respectively. These observed characteristics i.e. low viscosity

and improved mechanical strength made FGS a great candidate to develop MFS.
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To overcome high cost, low precision and operational difficulties, Yao et al. in

2014, developed MFS to measure oil, water, and salt contents using conductivity

and ultrasound method [137]. Liu et al. in 2016, developed stretchable MFS to

measure strain, pressure and finger touch [138]. These sensors employed the prin-

ciple of capacitive sensing. The electrodes used were silver nano-wires and the base

dielectric was ecoflex material. MF tactile sensors were fabricated to collect infor-

mation regarding tactile interactions between a sensor and targeted object. These

sensors work on the principle of piezo- and pyro-electric (ferroelectric) properties

of polymeric materials. A MF stretchable and transparent sensor technology to

measure atmospheric humidity and gas concentration is reported by [139].

In 2020, Chani et al. [140] investigated and fabricated MWCNTs and graphene

pristine powders based MFS. These MFS can measure pressure, displacement and

gradient of temperature. The sensor was able to measure pressure from 0 − 1.65

kgf/cm2 and the effect of temperature gradient from 34− 36 °C was also reported.

Additionally, longitudinal compressive displacement up to 100 µm was studied by

exploiting the resistive properties of the sensor. It has been shown that the resis-

tance, Seebeck coefficient, thermoelectric voltage of the CNT and graphene powder

decreases with increasing pressure, while the thermoelectric current increases with

increasing values of pressure. The increase in longitudinal displacement resulted in

the compression of the samples that caused a decrease in resistance of the sample

especially, for the samples made from CNT and graphene.

In 2021, Chani et al. [141] presented rubber-CNTs-OD nanocomposite based re-

sistive and impedimetric MFS. These MFS can be used for displacement, pressure,

force, humidity and temperature sensing. It has been demonstrated by the authors

that resistance and impedance of the sensors decrease by changing compressive

displacement, pressure, humidity and temperature.

Table 2.6: Shows a chronological sequence experienced by the industry while
developing organic semiconductor based multifunctional sensors (MFS).

Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Terada et al. 1983 Development of MFS. [132]
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Author’s Year Developments Ref.

Dario et al. 1985 Composite MF tactile sensors. [133]

Mahar et al. 2007 CNTs based MFS-A review. [134]

Cheng et al. 2011 Graphene & CNTs composite electrodes MFS. [135]

M-Gallego et al. 2013 Fictionalized graphene sheets for MFS. [136]

Yao et al. 2014 MFS using printed stretchable conductors. [137]

Liu et al. 2016 MFS for oil, salt and crude oil. [138]

Choi et al. 2017 MF stretchable and transparent touch sensors. [139]

Chani et al. 2020 MWCNTs/graphene pristine based MFS. [140]

Chani et al. 2021 Rubber-CNTs-OD based MFS. [141]

Chani et al. 2022 MFS using NiPc–CNT–oil composite. [142]

In 2022, Chani et al. [142] presented another MFS recipe, which could measure

pressure, displacement, humidity, temperature and mechanical vibrations. The

device was resistive in nature and fabricated using of NiPc–CNT–oil composite.

The resistance and impedance were investigated by changing associated physical

parameters. For pressure ranging 0 − 850 gf/cm2 and displacement 0 − 50 µm,

the resistance and the impedance decreased, on the average, 1.08 and 1.04 times,

respectively. Similarly, for humidity values from 60% to 90% RH and the temper-

ature from 25 to 43 °C, the observed decrease in resistance and impedance (R &

Z) was up to 1.04 times and 1.05 times, respectively. Moreover, to gauge vibra-

tion, a decrease in R & Z up to 1.03 times, was reported. The authors claimed

that the developed sensors can be used in various medical applications. Table 2.6

summarizes the recent development in organic semiconductor based MFS.

2.7 Dissertation Motivation

Keeping in view the data of literature survey presented in the preceding sections

one can conclude that sensors are playing an important role in providing ease
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to human life. Additionally, the industrial automation and environmental data

acquisition is heavily dependent on sensors technology. To make this technology

convenient, reliable, accurate and cheaper, a special attention is to be given on: a)

sensor design; b) material involved in a sensor fabrication; c) an accurate charac-

terization of sensing material; d) sensitivity of the sensing material; e) durability;

f) multifunctionality and compatibility of the design.

It is evident from the literature review that CNTs, graphene and their compos-

ite can be exploited further by organic sensors fabrication industry to achieve

sensitive, linear and multifunctional characteristics. Repeatability and functional

durability are other notable challenges which are currently faced by organic semi-

conductor based sensor industry. In the nutshell, the dissertation in-hand aims to

deal with fabrication and characterization of sensors that are: a) novel in design

along with ease in fabrication; b) cheaper in cost c) improved in performance such

as: sensitivity, reproducibility, reliability etc., when compared to those listed in

the literature. The strength of the proposed design shall be established through

a comparative analysis. Defining a realistic and achievable target and keeping in

view their potential applications, it has been decided that the following questions

shall be answered while working on this dissertation:

2.7.1 Research Objectives

The primary objective of this research is to explore sensors based on organic and

nano-materials as an economical alternative to exiting state-of-the-art sensor tech-

nology. The proposed sensors should have wider adaptability in various industries

and can be utilized in medical technologies and environmental applications.

Following are the research objectives, which would possibly be addressed during

the course of this research.

1. To design, fabricate and characterize humidity sensors by employing orange

dye (OD) as sensing material. The design of the device should be optimized
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keeping in view the fabrication ease, but not on the expense of device per-

formance. The design should have compatibility with organic semiconductor

device technology. The characterization of sensing material (OD) should be

carried out to achieve maximum sensitivity and linearity by exploring both

two and three terminal designs. The response of the device with respect to

other environmental variables such as ambient temperature etc, would also

be checked to assess the device multifunctionality, if any.

2. To investigate the properties of pristine OD/CNTs/graphene composite as

a function of pressure, temperature and displacement for their potential use

in MFS. After characterization, sensors would be fabricated by varying the

thickness of OD, and its effects on the sensitivity of the sensors would be

assessed. It is assumed that, the proposed MFS could potentially replace

individual sensors usually employed in the industry to measure displacement,

pressure and temperature.

3. To develop flexible humidity sensors using a composite comprising of OD/-

graphene/silicon adhesive, so that it can comfortably be integrated to flexible

electronics. These sensors would be optimized involving low-cost substrate

(rubber) coupled with simple device design to make them cost effective, light

weight, suitable for hand-held gadgets and should be conformal to human

skin.

4. To develop strain sensors using CNTs or any other suitable material to define

sensing composite. To keep the cost low, simple fabrication technique would

be applied such as drop-casting. Furthermore, to make the sensor versatile,

efforts would be made to have the sensor fabricated on flexible substrate.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, a comprehensive literature survey of organic semiconductor tech-

nology, its associated material, including nanomaterials based sensors and their
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potential applications have been discussed. It has been shown that organic semi-

conductor electronics has got a great potential in industrial automation, envi-

ronmental assessment and biomedical applications. An increased use of organic

semiconductor technology has been witnessed because of the ease associated with

organic semiconductor materials and their fabrication technology. It has been

noticed that nanomaterials are playing a phenomenal role in improving the char-

acteristics of devices and circuits. Thus, it can be safely be stated that organic

semiconductor devices will play a significant role in future consumer electronics.

Sensors are widely used in the industry for automation and data acquisition. It

is always desired that a sensor should offer high sensitivity, better compatibility,

quick response and accuracy in the acquired data. For this purpose, various types

of organic sensors have been discussed in detail in this chapter including: tem-

perature sensors, humidity sensors, pressure sensors, strain sensors, displacement

sensors and sensors with multifunctionality.

In general, it is discussed that the performance of a sensor is dependent upon three

parameters: a) sensor design; b) sensing material and c) fabrication technology

involved. The literature review highlights that while designing a sensor its target

applications shall be kept in mind; and those sensors which are meant for human

body and other such needs should be made using flexible substrate to make them

conformal with the body or to any other surface where they will be employed. Fi-

nally, it has been established that the sensors are critical for industrial automation

and human comfort. Based on the listed literature review, it has been noted that

still there is a room to improve sensor performance and to design sensors with

improved multifunctionality.



Chapter 3

Organic Field Effect Transistor as

Humidity and Temperature

Sensor

This chapter presents Organic Field Effect Transistor (OFET) as humidity and

temperature sensors. OFETs have the abilities to change their electrical proper-

ties as a function of humidity as well as temperature. Their electrical properties

have been exploited to design sensors to assess humidity and temperature in or-

der to assist and automate an industrial environment. The device structure and

fabrication technique for both the sensors are the same. However, their electrical

response as a function of humidity and temperature is quite different. This has

been discussed in detail in this chapter. The first part of the chapter deals with

OFET based humidity sensors fabrication and characterization, followed by the

evaluation of the same device as a temperature sensor.

3.1 Humidity Sensors

Humidity sensors are widely used in the industry to automate its processes. Ma-

jority of the humidity sensors are based on the electrical properties of the material

48
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involved in their fabrication. On this basis, three groups of humidity sensors have

been reported in the literature: a) electrolytes; b) organic polymers and c) porous

ceramics [143]. Barker et al. developed OFET based sensors and investigated their

characteristics as a function of ambient humidity [144]. Chen and Lu presented

review of materials and mechanisms for different kinds of humidity sensors [145].

They discussed sensors which were fabricated using ceramics, semiconductors and

polymers to measure relative and absolute humidity for an industrial environ-

ment. Additionally, they presented data pertaining to sensitivity, response time

and stability of the sensors, including Al2O3 based sensors. Suri et al. in 2002,

fabricated sensors using composites of iron oxide and polypyrrole for humidity

and gas sensing purposes [146]. They observed that by increasing concentration of

polypyrrole, the sensitivity of the sensors increased. Gas sensing properties of the

sensors were investigated for CO2, N2 and CH4. Recent development in miniatur-

ized humidity sensors is presented in Ref. [147] wherein capacitive, hydrometric,

gravimetric, optical and integrated humidity sensors are discussed. Recently, a

number of papers have been published on humidity sensors based on organic semi-

conductors and composites. A humidity sensing organic-inorganic composite for

environmental monitoring has been investigated and reported in Ref. [148]. Addi-

tionally, Karimov et al. in 2014, presented a number of resistive humidity sensors

fabricated using vanadium complex [VO2(3-fl)] films [149]. They also developed

OD and CNTs based humidity sensors using a high gravity thin film deposition

technique [150]. Fabrication and investigation of cellulose acetate-copper oxide

nano-composite based humidity sensors are presented in Ref. [151]. Effects of

moisture contents on the performance of organic bi-layer ITO/OD thermoelectric

cell have been investigated by Ahmad et al. [152]. Chan et al. developed or-

ganic photo FET using NiPc film and studied the device response as a function

of ambient humidity [151]. Currently, OFET based humidity sensors attracted a

lot of attention because of their good response and versatility. In this chapter, an

effort has been made to develop and characterize a novel and economical OFET

based sensors which can potentially be used by the industry. The fabrication and

characterization details of the developed OFET based sensors are presented in the
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Figure 3.1: Molecular structure of an orange dye (OD) molecule.
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Figure 3.2: Molecular structure of a disaccharide molecule.

sections to follow.

3.2 OFET Fabrication

To fabricate OFET, the first and the foremost thing is to select an organic ma-

terial which can act as a semiconductor. OD which has chemical structure as

shown in Fig. 3.1 is a commercially available organic semiconductor whose electri-

cal properties can comfortably be modified by mixing it with another appropriate

organic material. Keeping this in view, an aqueous solution of commercially avail-

able organic semiconductor OD (8 wt.%) and sugar (8 wt.%) was prepared. As

both OD and sugar (disaccharides) are fully soluble in water, one can assume that

the resultant solution based on these ingredients will form a complex. The sugar

whose molecular structure is shown in Fig. 3.2, was used to attain a conducting

coating [153]. Additionally, it was observed that the presence of sugar provides a

better adhesion of the deposited OD-sugar film compared to OD alone. To prepare

aqueous solution distilled water was used. To get OFET structure, commercially

available surface-type interdigitated silver electrodes coated with ceramic alumina

sheet, fabricated by screen printing and chemical etching technology were used to

define a FET along with its substrate [150]. The chosen substrate was 14 mm×7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Atomic force microscope image of the OD-sugar film used in
humidity-temperature sensors.
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Figure 3.4: Crossectional view of an OD-Sugar based field effect transistor.

mm and the width of each electrode was 0.5 mm with 7 mm length and 200 µm

as interelectrode spacing. The devices were fabricated using drop-casting of the

solution. The thickness of the OD-sugar thin film was in the range of 810–930 nm.

By using thermoelectric (Seebeck) effect, it was observed that grown OD-sugar

film possessed p−type semiconductor characteristics. Fig. 3.3 shows atomic force

microscope (AFM) image of an OD-sugar sample wherein a high level of surface

roughness is observed. The device crossectional view along with its various di-

mensions is shown in Fig. 3.4. The figure clearly demonstrates that the device is

three terminal FET having channel defined by OD-sugar complex sitting on top

of the electrodes. One end of the each electrode was kept open to facilitate electri-

cal measurements. For I − V measurements, digital multimeters HIOKI DT4252

and HIOKI DT4253 were used. Experiments were conducted under usual room

temperature conditions.

3.3 Humidity Measurements

Fig. 3.5 shows drain-source voltage (Vds) – drain-source current (Ids) relationships

for the OD-sugar humidity sensor at 56%, 60% and 70% RH levels. These mea-

surements were repeated number of times and a very nominal change was noticed,

which was less than one percent of the values reported in the plot. Hence, the

device offered stable characteristics for the range of data reported in Fig. 3.5. It
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is seen that at a fixed Vds, the magnitude of Ids increases with the increasing per-

centage of RH. This relationship can be used to assess the dependence of sample

resistance on ambient humidity level. The resistance vs RH profile is shown in

Fig. 3.6, which exhibits a sharp decrease in the resistance value of the sample at

Vds = 7 V. Both resistive (SR) and current (SI) sensitivities of the sensor can be

estimated by using the following expressions:

SR =
∆R

R∆RH
(3.1)

SI =
∆Ids

Ids∆RH
(3.2)

In above expressions Ids has got usual meaning, R represents bulk resistance of the

OD-sugar film, ∆R = Rini−Rfin is the change in resistance because of adsorption

of water molecules by the sample and ∆RH = RHini −RHfin, represents change

in relative humidity. Using Eqns. 3.1 and 3.2, average values of SR and SI are

found to be −5.7%(RH)−1 and +5.7%(RH)−1, respectively. Response and recovery

times were equal to 11 s and 32 s accordingly for a humidity change from 50% to

90% RH.

3.4 Humidity Sensor–Explanation

Humidity effects on electrical properties of organic thin film transistors were in-

vestigated by Dawen et al. [154] and it was observed that both output current

and mobility, exhibited decreasing trend with increased values of RH. It was at-

tributed to charge trapping by polar water molecules reducing the rate of charge

transport. In metal oxides (ceramics), two types of conduction has been classified:

ionic and electronic conduction [155]. In the first type, the ionic current was ob-

served which could primarily be associated with the conduction of H+ ions due to

the capillary condensation of water vapor. In the second type of materials, water

molecules played the role of electron donating gas. Resultantly, the conductivity
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Figure 3.5: Ids − Vds relationships at Vgs = 0 V for the OD-sugar humidity

sensor for different humidity levels: 56%, 60% and 70%.
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could either be increased or decreased depending upon the n or p−nature of the

semiconductor.

Generally speaking, several humidity sensing mechanisms have been proposed and

studied. Based on that, humidity sensing mechanism could be associated with any

of the following or their combination [156]:

i. ionic conduction;

ii. proton based sensing;

iii. water molecules assisted conduction;

iv. electronic conduction;

v. solid electrolyte conduction;

vi. capacitive type conduction (impedance variation);

vii. chemical adsorption;

viii. physical adsorption or

ix. capillary condensation.

In general, when a humidity/temperature sensor is subjected to a changed en-

vironment, it will experience an alteration either in its physical and electrical

properties or both. This change will be in the active material of the sensor and

under usual conditions is a reversible one. If the changed environment modifies

the physical properties of the active material, it is usually explained by chemical/-

physical adsorption or/and capillary condensation. Such a change also modifies

permittivity/permeability of the sample which results into impedance alteration of

the active material of the sensor as a function of ambient humidity/temperature.

Apart from that, more carriers/ions can also be generated in the active portion

of the sensor which enhance the conductivity of the device, and the magnitude of

alteration corresponds to the change in ambient where the sensor is installed.

In our case, OD and sugar were dissolved well in water. It can therefore, be as-

sumed that apart from proton conductivity caused by H+ there is donor-acceptor
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Figure 3.7: Metal-semiconductor Schottky junctions with depletion region
shown in the Ag-(OD-Sugar)-Ag structures.

Figure 3.8: Equivalent circuit of two Ag-(OD-Sugar) metal-semiconductor
junctions which can be represented as opposite connected semiconductor diodes.

charge transfer, responsible for electronic conduction in an organic semiconduc-

tor. This eventually increases carrier concentration and accordingly, the total

conductivity of the device. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3.5, Ids, Vds

characteristics are non-linear because of the presence of a Schottky junction at

metal-semiconductor (Ag–OD) interface. This has been shown in Fig. 3.7. From

electronic point of view, these junctions can be represented as oppositely connected

semiconductor diodes as illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Presence of depletion region at

Ag–OD influence the performance of the sensor positively [157].

Figure 3.9 shows Ids(Vds, Vgs) characteristics for the OFET having conducting

channel defined by OD-sugar complex. These characteristics are similar to the

one shown in Fig. 3.5. Additionally, Ids − Vgs relationship for the OFET at

Vds = 7 V is presented in Fig. 3.10. It is obvious from these figures that the op-

eration of the OFET under investigation is similar to that of an enhancement type

FET, which is in conformity to well reported traditional inorganic FETs opera-

tion [158] . It is worth mentioning that in a standard thin film OFET technology,
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Figure 3.9: Ids −Vds characteristics of an OD-Sugar based OFET at different

Vgs voltages.

source and drain terminals are placed on the same plane and the gate terminal

is placed in between, but on top of the organic layer [15]. On the other hand,

in conventional single crystal inorganic FET technology, all terminals are placed

on the same plane, i.e., on top of the crystal referred to as co-planner topology

[15]. In our case (Fig. 3.4), all three terminals are fabricated on substrate, which

is non-active, and the organic-sugar film is grown afterward on top of these elec-

trodes to define active layer of the OFET. This structure is easier to fabricate

and potentially more efficient, especially for sensor applications. In the absence

of top-gate, there is more surface area for impinging molecules of gas or humidity

to interact with the conducting channel of the OFET which results into improved

sensor response.

As is known, Ids of a FET depends on its conduction channel width, W length, L

carrier mobility, µ and gate capacitance, C. The magnitude of Ids, in the saturation

region of operation (Ids(sat)), under applied bias (Vgs, Vds) can be approximated as

[159]:
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Figure 3.10: Ids −Vgs characteristics of an OD-sugar based OFET at Vds = 7

V.

Ids(sat) =
µWC

2L

(
Vgs − Vt

)2

(3.3)

And for linear region of operation, where FET behaves nothing but as a resistor,

the value of Ids(lin) can be given as:

Ids(lin) =
µWC

L

(
Vgs − Vt

)
Vds (3.4)

where Vt represents threshold voltage. It is worth mentioning here that OFETs

do not follow Eq. 3.4 in its true spirit. They usually exhibit non-linear or quasi-

linear behavior in the linear region of operation [160] as observed in Fig. 3.9.

Furthermore, the device drain and source terminals are not offering ideal ohmic

characteristics, and there is usually a finite depletion, as shown in Fig. 3.7, which

causes a non-linear response in the device characteristics.

According to Eqns. 3.3 & 3.4, the magnitude of Ids changes by changing Vgs and

the same has been observed in Fig. 3.9. On the other hand, although the plot of
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Fig. 3.5, exhibits the same behavior, it is due to humidity and not Vgs. Observing

Figs. 3.5 & 3.9 juxtaposition, one can clearly conclude that the humidity causes

the same effect to the device as that of Vgs, in terms of gate depletion modification

and hence the Ids of the device.

Sensitivity of the OFETs can be determined by evaluating its transconductance,

gm, which, at a given Vds, can be expressed as:

gm =
∂Ids
∂Vgs

(3.5)

In fact, Eq. 3.5 represents a change in the channel resistance of the device. This

change occurs due to the device gate depletion variation caused by either the gate

bias or, in case of a sensor; this could be associated to a relative change in the am-

biance because of any physical change such as: humidity, temperature, pressure,

flow rate or any other variable for which the sensor is designed. As mentioned

before, unlike the well-known structures of FETs, for the devices under consider-

ation the depletion region is present around all terminals (Fig. 3.7) and not only

the gate as observed in conventional FETs [15, 158]. This structure potentially

allows to fabricate sensors with improved sensitivity for practical applications.

Traditional semiconductor-metal ohmic or rectifying Schottky contacts did not

encompass all types of metal-semiconductor contacts. Recently, contact resistances

between organic semiconductors poly (3-hexylthiophene) and metal electrodes in

OFET have been investigated and reported in [161]. It was observed that the

contact resistances play a dominant role in electronic charge injection properties

of an OFET. Therefore, it was assumed that this effect should not be ignored

when examining intrinsic properties such as µ and its dependence on temperature

or bias voltages for both ohmic and nonlinear charge injection. It is considered an

important step toward improved understanding and modeling of OFETs.
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3.5 OFET as a Temperature Sensor

Temperature is the most often-measured environmental parameter. It is a well es-

tablished fact that temperature affects physical, electronic, chemical, mechanical

and biological characteristics of a sample. It is known that many processes work

well within a specific temperature range. The performance of a chemical, biolog-

ical or of an electronic circuit depends upon the ambient temperature [162–165].

Temperature sensors based on p or n−type OFETs are discussed in Ref. [82].

The characteristics of an OFET vary as a function of temperature because the

conductivity and the mobility of carriers both are dependant upon the tempera-

ture of the device. This property can be exploited to design temperature sensors

involving OFETs. Temperature sensors can be realized by developing a Wheat-

stone bridge composed of temperature sensitive element such as OFET. Flexible

temperature sensors based on OFETs with polymeric channel/gate-insulating and

light-blocking layers have been discussed in [84]. These flexible OFET-based ther-

mal sensors exhibit typical p−type transistor characteristics for a temperature

range of ∼ 25 − 100 °C. In [86], effects of temperature on hysteresis of dipolar

dielectric layer based OFETs have been studied. OFET based ultrafast, flexible,

physiological–temperature sensors with hexagonal barium titanate nanocrystals in

amorphous matrix as sensing material is discussed in [85]. And it has been shown

that the sensors are highly stable and work reasonably well under extreme condi-

tions. Ravariu et al. [91], reported fabrication of para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA)

grafted to ferrite nanoparticles based OFET. The measurements of output char-

acteristics in the saturation region of operation and transfer characteristics at

negative gate voltages showed the functioning of OFET, which can be employed

as a temperature sensor.

In [87], an organic temperature sensor based on asymmetric metal insulator semi-

conductor capacitor with electrically tunable sensing area is discussed. It has been

shown that an area-asymmetric organic metal–insulator (AMIS) capacitor exhibits

strong temperature dependent profile. The gate electrode in the device is made

much larger than the top electrode so that a significant fraction of the capacitance
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comes from the channel. Tactile and temperature sensors based on OFETs for

e-skin fabrication are discussed in [92]. Printable, highly sensitive flexible tem-

perature sensors for human body temperature monitoring are presented in [166].

In this article, a comprehensive review has been carried out pertaining to current

research status of sensitive patterned flexible temperature sensors used to moni-

tor body temperature. Fully printed PEDOT:PSS based temperature sensor with

relatively high stability as humidity sensor for health care monitoring has been

discussed in [167]. This sensor exhibits sensitivity of -0.77% °C−1 for temperature

range 25–50 °C. Moreover, a wireless temperature sensing platform was obtained

by integrating a sensor to a printed flexible hybrid circuit to develop a stable real-

time health care monitoring system. In [77], a detailed study has been carried

out for temperature sensors fabricated using aluminum phthalocyanine chloride

(AlPcCl) thin films. Impedimetric humidity and temperature sensing properties

of chitosan-CuMn2O4 spinel nanocomposite have been studied by Chani et al. and

they published their data in [168].

3.6 Temperature Measurements

It is pertinent to mention that OD FET sensors for temperature measurements are

the same as explained in Section 3.2. For measurements of voltage and current,

digital multimeters, HIOKI DT4252 and HIOKI DT4253 were used; whereas, for

temperature assessment FLUKE87 multimeter with built-in thermocouple was

employed. During the experimentations, measurements were repeated and it was

noted that OD FET sensors offered stable characteristics and the variations in

data, for a given set of variables, were negligible. Samples heating was carried out

using Torrey Pines Scientific hot plate. Opened OD FET along with encapsulated

sensor, as shown in Fig. 3.11, were used to assess the change in electrical response

as the function of temperature.

Fig. 3.12 shows impedance Z (100 Hz) and temperature relationship for OD-sugar

based OFET operating as opened temperature sensors (without encapsulation).
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Figure 3.11: Crossectional view of OD FET used for temperature measure-
ments (a) device is exposed to open environment (b) encapsulated device.

It is observed that with increasing temperature, impedance also increases. This

behaviour of the temperature sensor is associated with the physical properties of

the polymer involved in its definition and the effect so observed is referred to as

posistor [169]. At temperature equal to 28 °C, the coefficient of temperature based

impedance (α) is equal to:

α =
∆Z

Z∆T
× 100 (3.6)

where ∆Z, Z and ∆T are increment of impedance, impedance and increment of

temperature, respectively. For the sensor under consideration, α is calculated and

found as +150% °C−1.

Fig. 3.13 shows impedance Z (100 Hz) and temperature relationship for the OD-

sugar based OFET operating as encapsulated temperature sensor. It is observed

that when temperature increases, impedance of the sensor exhibits a decrease in

its magnitude. This is a standard thermistor like characteristics caused by the
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Table 3.1: Comparison of various organic semiconductor based humidity sen-
sors and their response time.

Ref. Sensing Sensing Response Recovery

Material range (RH) time (s) time (s)

[170] Keratin 16− 82% 36 55

[171] Cellulose-PPy 30− 90% 418 418

[172] LiCl-KIT-6 11− 95% 15 28

[173] MCM-48 fiber 33− 95% 15 28

[174] HKUST-1 11− 84% 20 20

[175] MIL-101 (Cr) 33− 95% 17 90

[176] KOH/M050 20− 90% 36 118

[177] EuW-MOF 53− 100% 380 398

[178] TpPa-SO3Na 11− 95% 6 69

This work OD-sugar 50− 90% 11 32

polymer used in sensor fabrication [169]. At 28 °C, the coefficient of temperature

based impedance is equal to –9.7% °C−1.

3.7 Temperature Sensor–Explanation

The results shown in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 are contradictory in nature such that

in the first case, the impedance is increasing with increasing values of tempera-

ture. Whilst, in the second case, there is an exponential decline in the impedance

by increasing ambient temperature. In the first experiment, measurements were

made while keeping the sensor exposed to the environment (Fig. 3.11a). It is as-

sumed that water molecules while heating the sample get evaporated and released

from the film. As a result, water concentration in OD-sugar film reduces. Exper-

imental data, as observed in Fig. 3.12, suggest that reduction in water molecules

concentration increases the impedance of OD-sugar film. This is so, because the

assistance offered by the polar water molecules to the flow of charges was no more

there. This resulted in increased impedance of OD-sugar film.
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Figure 3.12: Impedance Z (100 Hz) and temperature relationship for the OD-

sugar based OFET operating as opened temperature sensor.

In the second case, OD-sugar based OFET was subjected to increased tempera-

ture after encapsulating the device as shown in Fig. 3.11b. Since the sample was

heated while it was fully covered; this did not allow the water molecules to evap-

orate. Further, it is assumed that humidity level in the sample either remained

constant or experienced an insignificant change. On the other hand, heating of the

sample, by maintaining humidity level, can increase its conductivity which results

into reduction in impedance as evident from the plot of Fig. 3.13. Moreover, a

reduction in impedance at elevated temperature can also be observed due to an

increase in conduction process which could be associated with: a) increased in

carrier concentration in organic semiconductor; b) improved carriers mobility or

c) improved hopping mechanism at elevated temperature [179, 180].

A comparative analysis of various humidity sensors is presented in Table 3.1. The

data of the table show that the proposed design is simpler and offers an equally

good response as that of other reported sensors. Hence, it could be a good al-

ternative for industrial applications where controllability of ambient humidity is
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Figure 3.13: Impedance Z (100 Hz) and temperature relationship for the OD-

sugar based OFET operating as encapsulated temperature sensor.

considered a crucial variable.

3.8 Summary

This chapter presents fabrication and characterization of OD-sugar complex based

OFETs as humidity and temperature sensors. Contrary to the traditional config-

uration, source, drain and gate terminals of the FET were placed on a co-planar

substrate and the conducting channel was attained by growing OD-sugar film using

a drop costing method. Fabricated OFETs based humidity sensors were evaluated

and it was observed that response and recovery times were equal to 11 s and 32

s for a change of humidity from 50% to 90% RH, respectively. It has also been

demonstrated that increased concentration of water molecules in OD-sugar film

causes the same effect as that of gate bias. Thus, by increasing RH values, the

device functionality changes which is identical to that of enhancement type OFET.
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Additionally, the properties of OFETs were also investigated as a temperature sen-

sor. It has been observed that channel impedance of OD-sugar based FET sensor

increases with increasing values of temperature provided the device is exposed to

air. On the other hand, the same variable decreases by increasing temperature if

the device under investigation is encapsulated. Thus, opened surface and encapsu-

lated samples showed positive and negative temperature coefficients, respectively.

It has been shown that fabricated OFETs are highly sensitive to temperature and

can potentially be employed by the industry as thermistor and as a posistor.



Chapter 4

Orange Dye, Graphene and

Silicon Adhesive Composite

Based Flexible Humidity Sensors

4.1 Introduction

New and low cost flexible humidity sensors are actively pursued by both research

groups and industries to accommodate the needs of flexible electronics for various

monitoring applications. Humidity sensors are used to measure the concentra-

tion of water vapours present in any environment. As water concentration is of

great significance in many sectors, control of humidity for the human comfort;

as well as for a broad spectrum of industrial applications, is of crucial impor-

tance. For the last two decades, humidity sensors have been actively used in

various applications, such as, fax machines, printers, automobiles, weather sta-

tions, agriculture, laboratories, and food processing units [156, 181, 182]. To meet

the industry requirements, it is important that humidity sensors should have good

material reliability with high sensitivity, rapid response and recovery time with

minimal hysteresis [183]. Humidity sensors can be fabricated by employing vari-

ous materials, including electrolytes, organic and inorganic polymers, ceramics and

67
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composite materials. In spite of different sensing materials, most of the sensors

exhibit similar sensing phenomenon, i.e., physical absorption of water molecules

resulting into changed electrical response. Nonetheless, some materials also utilize

the phenomenon of chemical absorption to exhibit variation in their response for

some special applications [143].

On the basis of sensing principle and characterization technique, sensors are cat-

egorized into capacitive, resistive, hydrometric, optical and surface acoustic wave

(SAW) sensors [184]. Researchers have been trying to develop sophisticated hu-

midity sensors by manipulating several sensing characteristics such as capacitance,

impedance, refractive index and dielectric constant. These characteristics are

strictly determined by the properties such as porosity, surface area and pore size

distribution of the sensing material. [185]. Furthermore, the fabrication of humid-

ity sensors on flexible materials are set to revolutionize the industry using printed

electronics, which is a rapidly emerging technique within the industry. Many

studies, engaging traditional printing methods have been reported on fabrication

of flexible humidity sensors, mostly for wearable smart gadgets and RFID tags

using plastics, textiles and carbon fibers [184, 186–188].

A number of humidity sensing devices have been reported by research groups and

industries in the past. Among those, mechanically flexible thin film humidity sen-

sors are of most interest by the industry due to their vast and modern applications.

Su et al. [189] fabricated flexible resistive-type humidity sensors using in situ

co-polymerization of methylmethacrylate (MMA) and [3(methacrylamino)propyl]

tri-methyl-ammonium-chloride (MAPTAC) co-polymer on a polyester substrate.

The response of this sensor was reported to be linear for logarithmic impedance

while changing relative humidity (RH) from 10% to 90 %. Its response time was 45

seconds whereas, the recovery time was reported to be 150 seconds. The long-term

stability evaluation of this sensor showed a stable output for 120 days measured

at 1 V, 1 kHz and at 25oC.

Reddy et al. [184] fabricated capacitive type humidity sensors that employed

interdigitated capacitors (IDC) printed with silver nanoparticle ink on a flexible
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poly ethylene terephthalate substrate. A humidity sensitive polymer poly (2-

hydroxyethyl methacrylate) of thickness 1 µm and width 500 µm was realized using

gravure printing technique. The capacitive response of the sensor was measured

for RH range of 30%–80%. A 172% change in the capacitive response was reported

at 80% RH relative to 30% RH.

Recently, nanocomposite of various nature have been widely explored by Yousefi et

al. for their high-tech applications [190–196]. Naturally occurring organic mate-

rials, such as, cellulose has also been reported as a sensing material for thin film

flexible humidity sensors. Mahadeva et al. [171] used a cellulose material, termed

as electro-active paper along with nanoscaled polypyrrole (PPy) to fabricate hu-

midity and temperature sensors. PPy layer was introduced on the cellulose surface

via in situ polymerization technique without disrupting the cellulose structure.

The combination of aforementioned materials is referred to as a cellulose–PPy

nano composite which works as a sensing layer. Effects of polymerization-time

on sensing behavior of cellulose–PPy nano composite were investigated and it was

observed that cellulose-PPy nano composite with 16 hours of polymerization time

was appropriate to fabricate humidity and temperature sensors.

Su et al. [197] studied the effects of TiO2 concentration on electrical and hu-

midity sensing properties of flexible resistive-type humidity sensors. These sensors

were fabricated by an in situ photo polymerization process wherein TiO2 nanopar-

ticles / polypyrrole (TiO2NPs/PPy) and TiO2-nanoparticles/polypyrrole/poly-[3-

(methacrylamino) propyl] tri-methyl ammonium chloride (TiO2NPs/PPy/ PMAP-

TAC) composite thin films were deposited on a polyester substrate. PMAPTAC

is used with TiO2NPs/PPy composite thin film to increase the flexibility and sen-

sitivity of the sensors. The flexible humidity sensors, based on TiO2NPs/PPy/

PMAPTAC composite thin films, showed high sensitivity, low hysteresis and rela-

tively linear response. The effects of applied frequency and ambient temperature

were also reported for these sensors.

Researchers also fabricated high performance humidity sensing devices using laser
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interference technique. Graphene oxide on flexible polyethylene terephthalate sub-

strate was patterned and oxidized to form humidity sensing devices [198]. By tun-

ing the laser power, the content of oxygen functional groups were changed within

a certain range, to control the conductivity of graphene and to improve the re-

sponse or recovery time of sensors. Laser interference is a large area processing

technique of graphene oxide films which is mask and surfactant free. Additionally,

it has a great potential to fabricate graphene-based micro devices. Capacitive

humidity sensors for RFID systems were fabricated on a polymer foil using spray

deposition or screen printing.[199]. The developed system, thus, showed stable

and reproducible response under appropriate operating conditions.

Most recently, a number of humidity sensors based on OD have been reported in

the literature [150, 200–204]. These OD based humidity sensors were fabricated

using flexible plastic substrates which made them light weight, thin and easy to

integrate in flexible electronics. Printed flexible humidity sensors composed of a

polymer sensing material with extremely low hysteresis were presented in [205].

Asgher et al. [206] reported multifunctional sensors fabricated on a rubber sub-

strate having nickel phthalocynine colourant and multi-walled carbon nanotubes

as sensing material. Wu et al. [207] reported FET based humidity sensors wherein

variation in sub-threshold swing, gate leakage current, and off-state drain current

were used to assess changes in ambient humidity. Biswas et al. [208] in 2022, fab-

ricated FET based flexible humidity sensors and demonstrated that such sensors

have better sensitivity and quicker response, when compared with conventional

sensors.

In continuation, resistive and OFET based flexible humidity sensors using a com-

posite comprising of OD/graphene/silicon adhesive have been developed which

can comfortably be integrated in flexible electronics. These sensors have been fab-

ricated involving low-cost substrate (rubber) coupled with simple device design,

making them cost effective and light weight; hence, suitable for hand-held gadgets.

The performance of fabricated sensors has been assessed at various frequencies, in

a humidity chamber, using impedance and capacitive measurements and results
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are compared with other similar devices. It has been shown that OD/graphene/sil-

icon adhesive based humidity sensors are stable for a wider range of temperatures

and exhibited a stable frequency dependent sensitivity profile; making them a po-

tential choice for industrial applications including conformal electronics, where a

device is transferred on human skin for various sensing purposes.

4.2 Device Fabrication

In this study, two types of sensors are fabricated; a) resistive and, b) OFET hu-

midity sensors. Cross-sectional view of resistive and OFET type humidity sensors

are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. It is evident from these pictorial rep-

resentations that both types of sensors are almost identical. The only difference

is that the OFET has an extra layer acting as gate of the OFET, which will allow

current modulation resulting into a change in electrical response as a function of

ambient humidity.

OD is an organic semiconductor (C17H17N5O2) with a molecular weight and den-

sity equal to 323.35 g/mol and 0.9 g/cm3, respectively [202]. OD is a harmless

organic semiconductor. It has been extensively used by our group in standalone

as well as in combination with other organic and nanomaterials, as it shows good

response when exposed to different physical parameters. It offers stable character-

istics under normal operating conditions. Owing to all these attributes, OD is a

favourite organic semiconductor in sensor industry. For the proposed sensors, OD

was purchased from Sigma Aldrich CAS Number: 31482-56-1. Graphene is also

sensitive to humidity and it enhances the conductivity of OD when mixed in it.

OD/graphene combination has greater surface area which can elevate the response

of a sensor, if appropriately mixed. Graphene powder was purchased from Sun

Nanotech Co. Ltd. China, having thickness range 5–20 nm and dimensions of

10 µm2. To improve the bonding of OD/graphene with rubber substrate, it has

been mixed with commercially available silicone adhesive. Commercially available
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of resistive humidity sensor fabricated on a
flexible substrate.

silicone adhesive and porous rubber from 3M manufacturer were used, whereas,

Ag metal used in electrodes was purchased from Sigma Aldrich with 5N purity.

For device fabrication, a porous flat rubber having dimensions 15 mm × 5 mm × 5

mm was used as a substrate material as shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). Two silver (Ag)

electrodes of thickness 300 nm were deposited on rubber in vacuum thermal evap-

orator at a base pressure of 10−6 Torr. These electrodes were deposited using a

shadow mask with 16 µm inter-electrode spacing. In our group, for majority of

sensors fabrication, this separation showed reasonable results, hence the mask was

designed accordingly. Additionally, instead of vacuum evaporation, Ag electrodes

could be realized by any other technique compatible to the process. A composite

of OD (20 wt.%), graphene (30 wt.%) and silicone adhesive (50 wt.%) was pre-

pared and deposited at the top of the metal electrodes filling up the gap between

them. The thickness of the composite film above Ag electrode was measured as

11 µm. An optical micrograph of the grown film is shown in Fig. 4.3 (b).

OFET based humidity sensor has a similar structure as that of the resistive type

humidity sensor. However, in addition to the layers discussed earlier, an extra

layer of 6 µm thickness made up of graphene (50 wt.%) and silicone adhesive

(50 wt.%) was deposited on earlier grown OD/graphene/silicone adhesive layer to

define the gate of OFET. Surface morphology of the deposited gate layer is shown

in Fig. 4.3 (c).

To measure the response, the sensors were placed inside a humidity chamber,

wherein, RH can be varied from 33% to 94%. The sensors were connected with
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the OFET based humidity sensor fabricated
on a flexible substrate. The figure shows two ohmic contacts and an encapsu-

lated gate layer of the OFET.

measuring equipment through Ag electrode which made contact with OD as ex-

plained in band diagram shown in Fig. 4.4. Changes in impedance and ca-

pacitance, as a function of RH, were measured both at low (100 Hz) and high

frequencies (200 kHz). Along with transient response, temperature dependence

performance of these sensors were also investigated. During experimentation, the

temperature and humidity were controlled by TECPEL-322 installed in humid-

ity chamber. The sensors impedance and capacitance variation as a function of

RH were measured using a digital LCR meter (MT 4090). While measuring the

impedance, the voltage of the input signal was set at 1 V (RMS).

4.3 Results and discussion

Fig. 4.5 exhibits the impedance-RH relationship of resistive humidity sensor at

the given frequencies. As shown, the impedance of resistive type humidity sensor

exhibits a drop with increasing RH. This could be associated with increase in con-

duction carriers generated inside the sensor because of water molecules absorption

as C17H17N5O2 + H2O → (C17H17N5O)(OH)+(OH)−+h+ [209]. Furthermore, by

examining Fig. 4.5, it can be seen that the sensor offers higher impedance as well

as higher sensitivity at lower frequencies. The impedance measured at 100 Hz and

1 kHz, decreased 2140 and 1642 times, respectively, with increase in RH from 33%

to 94% as shown in Table 4.1. For the same resistive type humidity sensor when
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Figure 4.3: Optical microscope images of (a) rubber substrate surface (b),
OD/graphene/silicone adhesive composite film employed as sensing material
and (c) graphene (50 wt.%) and silicone adhesive (50 wt.%) composite film

used as OFET sensor gate.
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Figure 4.4: Band diagram explaining a junction between orange dye (OD)
and Ag electrodes used in humidity sensor fabrication

Table 4.1: Frequency dependent impedance ratio (Zmax/Zmin) of resistive and
OFET type humidity sensors.

Frequency Resistive Type OFET Type Ref. [210]

100 Hz 2140.00 3716.66 14.04

1 kHz 1641.67 3375.00 24.28

10 kHz 300.00 400.00 20.80

100 kHz 122.00 125.00 −

200 kHz 56.67 80.00 −

measured at higher frequencies, i.e., 10 kHz, 100 kHz and 200 kHz, as shown in

the inset of Fig. 4.5, 300, 122 and 57 times decrease in impedance, respectively,

is observed (Table 4.1). Comparing the variation in impedance of the fabricated

sensor with Ref [210] at three reported frequencies, it is evident that the proposed

composite sensors offer better response.

The change in impedance is assumed to be due to the interaction of water molecules

with composite materials, i.e., OD and graphene. With increase in RH, a layer of

water molecules is formed at the surface of active film. The presence of these water
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Figure 4.5: Impedance-relative humidity relationship of resistive type humid-
ity sensors at 100 Hz and 1 kHz whereas, the inset shows the same response
at 10 kHz, 100 kHz and 200 kHz. In Region-I and Region II, the change in
impedance by changing RH is significant whilst its saturates for Region III
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Figure 4.6: Capacitance variation as a function of relative humidity at 100
Hz and 1 kHz, observed in resistive type humidity sensors. The plot shows that

the device response is relatively better at 100 Hz compared to 1 kHz
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Table 4.2: Frequency dependent capacitance ratio (Cmax/Cmin) of resistive
and OFET type humidity sensors.

Frequency Resistive Type OFET Type Ref. [210]

100 Hz 145.00 314.00 44.22

1 kHz 23.00 34.00 39.00

molecules causes an electrostatic dipole moment in organic semiconductor which

could potentially enhance the doping concentration and, hence, the conductivity

of sensors. The variation in dipole is also apparent in Fig. 4.6, where, output

capacitance of fabricated humidity sensors as a function of RH is plotted. It can

be seen from the figure that changing RH values from 33 % to 94 %, causes 145 and

23 times change in capacitance when measured at 100 Hz and 1 kHz, respectively as

shown in Table 4.2. Comparing the response of fabricated composite resistive type

sensor with the one reported in Ref [210], it is clear that OD/graphene/silicone

adhesive based sensors offer better variation in capacitance, thus such sensors

could be a preferred choice for industrial applications.

In Fig.4.5, three different regions, where the sensor is offering a linear response,

have been identified, namely: Region I; Region II and Region III with respect

to the response observed at 100 Hz. In Region I, it is obvious from the figure

that the sensor is offering highest variation in impedance whereas in Region II,

it is relatively lower and in Region III it is further reduced i.e., from MΩ to kΩ.

The observed high variation in impedance, in Region I, could be associated with

modified conduction properties of composite layer used in sensor fabrication. The

capacity of composite layer to absorb further moisture or water molecules reduces

for the ambient associated with Region II, and it almost reaches to saturation level

for the profile of Region III; resulting into relatively low impedance variation.

The response of OFET based humidity sensors is also measured under same am-

bient conditions as that of Fig. 4.5 for comparative purposes. Fig. 4.7 shows

the measured impedance of OFET based humidity sensors as a function of RH

at various frequencies. The main plot of the figure is measured at 100 Hz and 1

kHz, whereas inset shows the response of the sensor at 10 kHz, 100 kHz and 200
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Figure 4.7: Impedance-relative humidity relationship of OFET type humidity
sensors at 100 Hz and 1 kHz whereas, the inset shows the same response at 10
kHz, 100 kHz and 200 kHz. The plot shows that with increasing frequency the
sensitivity of the sensor decreses and relatively higher sensitivity is observed in

Region-I

kHz. It is obvious from the plot that the response of the fabricated sensors is a

function of frequency, offering highest variation in impedance at 100 Hz; and the

value of impedance reduces while increasing the frequency. For 100 Hz profile, a

3716 times reduction in impedance is observed by changing RH from 33 % to 94

%, whereas, it shows low variation at 200 kHz as evident from the data of Table

4.1. A comparative analysis of the two designs i.e., resistive and OFET, revealed

that OFET sensors offer better response compared to resistive type sensors.

Fig. 4.8 shows measured output capacitance at 100 Hz and 1 kHz of OFET type

humidity sensors as a function of RH as given in Table 4.2. The observed change

in capacitance was 314 times at 100 Hz and 34 times at 1 kHz. Comparison of

the observed data for both the resistive and OFET based sensors with Ref [210]

showed that the proposed design offers better performance at 100 Hz and it is

relatively poor at 1 kHz as evident in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.8: Capacitance variation as a function of relative humidity at 100
Hz and 1 kHz, observed in OFET type humidity sensors.

Table 4.3: Frequency dependent region-wise sensitivity (SZ) evaluation of
resistive type humidity sensors as explained in Fig. 4.5.

Frequency
(kHz)

Region-I Region-II Region-III Average

0.1 20.50 MΩ 5.85 MΩ 0.540 MΩ 8.98 MΩ

1 8.50 MΩ 3.85 MΩ 0.222 MΩ 4.19 MΩ

10 687.50 kΩ 392.86 kΩ 142.90 kΩ 407.75 kΩ

100 243.75 kΩ 50.00 kΩ 46.77 kΩ 113.51 kΩ

200 31.25 kΩ 42.86 kΩ 18.39 kΩ 30.83 kΩ

With reference to Figs. 4.5 and 4.7, the sensitivity of resistive and OFET based

sensors, as a function of frequency, was evaluated for each region. The data, thus

attained, is shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 for SZ=(Zmax − Zmin)/(RHmax–

RHmin), where, Zmax is the impedance at RHmax and Zmin defines its value at

RHmin. Here max and min values of any variable are the two extreme values of a

given region defined in Fig 4.5 and Fig 4.7.

Examining the data of Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, it is obvious that in each region,

a different sensitivity is offered by the sensor. Usually, sensitivity is reported
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Table 4.4: Frequency dependent region-wise sensitivity (SZ) evaluation of
OFET type humidity sensor as explained in Fig. 4.7.

Frequency
(kHz)

Region-I Region-II Region-III Average

0.1 11.00 MΩ 2.85 MΩ 0.224 MΩ 4.69 MΩ

1 6.68 MΩ 1.78 MΩ 0.955 MΩ 2.85 MΩ

10 437.50 kΩ 214.29 kΩ 63.55 kΩ 238.44 kΩ

100 93.75 kΩ 21.43 kΩ 21.94 kΩ 45.7 kΩ

200 18.75 kΩ 17.86 kΩ 7.74 kΩ 14.78 kΩ

by considering two extreme values; one at the highest RH and 2nd at the lowest

RH. A sensitivity value attained by such a technique, when compared with the

data of Table 4.3, reflects a significant variation which could potentially generate

a calibration error. Based on this observation, it is, therefore, proposed that

the sensitivity of a sensor may be reported by considering its profile for various

regions of RH. Additionally, with the increase in frequency, it can be noted that

the sensitivity value is decreasing for each region and also the average sensitivity

value of the sensor, as shown in the last column of Table 4.3. A similar behavior is

also observed in the data provided in Table 4.4 for OFET type humidity sensors.

To explain the observed results, equivalent circuit diagrams of resistive and OFET

type sensors under investigation are presented in Fig. 4.9. The capacitors represent

the charge polarization in different layers of the sensor, whereas, the resistance

shows different conducting paths within the composite. Resistive humidity sensor

can be represented by a parallel combination of resistor and capacitor, whereas,

in OFET, an extra layer representing gate terminal. This further adds up to the

capacitance and resistance of the sensor and is represented by an additional RC

combination as evident from Fig 4.9 (b).

The resistive type OD/graphene sensor impedance can be expressed as ZA =

RA/(1 + jωCARA); such that CA = εA/d, where, A is the area defining the ca-

pacitor, ε = ε0εm is permittivity defined by the active layer of the sensor, d is the

separation between two electrodes and ω is angular frequency. At a given applied

voltage, V and for a finished device having fixed device geometry, the impedance
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Figure 4.9: Equivalent circuits of a) resistive and b) OFET based sensors.

defined in Eq. 4.1 can also be written as

ZA =
RA

(1 + jωQRA/V )
(4.1)

Water, which is a polar molecule with dielectric constant of 80 [215], causes Q =

CA×V in the composite layer to increase, which eventually reduces ZA of the sensor

as given by Eq. 4.1 and observed in Fig. 4.5. Additionally, with the increase in Q

by increasing RH, CA bond to increase to ensure validity of Q = CA × V , and the

same behaviour is observed in Fig. 4.6.

It can be seen from Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 that the response of the sensor is also

dependent upon the frequency and by increasing frequency, the corresponding

response of the sensor is decreasing. This can be explained by considering ZA =

(1/ωCA), which indicates that with increasing ω, the magnitude of ZA decreases

and the same is observed in Fig. 4.5. And the same explanation is valid for the

plot of Fig. 4.6.

In the literature, two independent mechanisms have been reported to give fun-

damental understanding of electrical characteristics of sensors as a function of

ambient humidity [150, 200–203, 206, 216]. First, water being a polar molecule,

after interacting with a p-type polymer converts into H+ and OH− which increases

the concentration of charges and, as a result the polymer becomes more p-type

in nature. This increases the hole concentration in the polymer which eventually
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Figure 4.10: Effects of polar water molecules on junction depletion region:
depletion-1 represents region at low humidity whereas depletion-2 at relatively

high humidity.

improves the conductivity of the sample. Second, the absorbed water molecules oc-

cupy the empty space between the polymer molecules which modifies its dielectric

constant and, hence, ZA and CA [201].

On the other hand, in OFET humidity sensor, there is an extra layer which acts

as gate of the device. This additional layer at the top, adds up the resistance RG

and capacitance CG in parallel to CA and RA, as shown in Fig. 4.9. This addi-

tional RC combination of OFET increases its overall capacitance and decreases

resistance compared to the resistive humidity sensor. It is pertinent to mention

here that CG is primarily defined by the Schottky depletion caused by the gate

of OFET. It is assumed that the surface and diffused H2O molecules collectively

modify the Schottky depletion of the device as shown in Fig. 4.10. However, the

dominating factor will remain the modification from inside the channel caused by

the diffused H2O molecules. As a result, both impedance and capacitance of the

sensor change as evident from Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.

A comparative analysis of flexible humidity sensors made using different materials

is carried out and a summary of results is presented in Table 4.5. The data of

Table 4.5 are evaluated at different frequencies but by using the reported RHmax
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Figure 4.11: Temperature dependent (a) impedance and (b) capacitance pro-
file of resistive and OFET type humidity sensors, measured at 100 Hz, RH =

33%.
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Figure 4.12: Time dependent (a) impedance and (b) capacitance profile of
resistive and OFET type humidity sensors, measured at 100 Hz, RH = 33%.

and RHmin values without considering the shape of response profile of a sensor.

This table shows that the performance of proposed OD/graphene/silicone adhesive
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resistive type sensor as a function of frequency is relatively better than other re-

ported flexible sensors. OFET based humidity sensor made from similar structure

offer low sensitivity value for chosen frequency which is almost 50 % than that of

resistive composite sensors investigated in this research. The reduction in SZ of

OFET based sensor is primarily due to the addition of a parallel combination of

RG and CG as shown in Fig. 4.9 (b). It is observed that, OD/graphene/silicone

adhesive sensors are performing relatively better than the other sensors presented

in Table 4.5.

The operating temperature of humidity sensor usually affect the sensor perfor-

mance and it is always extremely crucial to assess its stability for the range of

temperature in which the sensor will be deployed. In order to investigate the im-

pact of temperature on sensor impedance and capacitance, the fabricated sensors

were subjected to elevated temperature ranging from 22 oC to 75 oC, and the

results are shown in Fig. 4.11. It is evident from this figure that the developed

resistive and OFET type humidity sensors are providing stable response, at least

for the range of temperature shown in the figure.

Variation of a sensor response because of temperature is an accumulative effect of

materials and their properties i.e. conductivity, dielectric permittivity and thermal

expansion. This shows that the composite used in the fabrication of these sensors

i.e., OD/graphene/silicone adhesive offers stable material properties for the range

of temperature shown in Fig. 4.11. Thus, the performance of fabricated sensors

remain independent for the given temperature range.

In order to assess long term operability and stability of the proposed humidity sen-

sors, these sensors were also tested for various time intervals to observe changes

in their impedance and capacitance and the results are presented in Fig. 4.12.

Examining the data of Fig. 4.12, one can clearly claim that the proposed sen-

sor design offers stable characteristics at least for the time interval shown in the

plot. Keeping in view the characteristics of Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, it can be safely

assumed that the proposed OD/graphene/silicone adhesive humidity sensors offer
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stable characteristics and thus they could be considered as potential candidate for

industrial applications for humidity measurements.

4.4 Summary

This work presents fabrication and characterization of flexible humidity sensors

realized using a composite active layer comprising upon orange dye (30 wt.%),

graphene (20 wt.%) and silicon adhesive (50 wt.%). Two type of sensors have

been fabricated namely: a) resistive and, b) OFET sensors. To define the channel,

in both the designs, two 300 nm thick Ag electrodes having 16 µm inter electrode

spacing, were first deposited on a rubber substrate followed by the deposition of

9 − 11 µm thick composite layer, on top of Ag electrodes. For OFET sensors,

an additional layer comprising upon OD (50 wt.%) and graphene (50 wt.%) was

also deposited on top of the channel layer, to achieve a floating Schottky barrier

gate. Finished devices were then tested in a chamber, where, relative humidity

(RH) was varied from 33% to 94%. Impedance and capacitance variations as a

function of humidity and frequency were evaluated for both types of fabricated

sensors. It has been shown that at 100 Hz, resistive type sensors offer 2140 times

change in their impedance by changing RH from 33% to 94% which reduces to

56.67 times at 200 kHz. Whilst for OFET type sensors such a variation in RH at

100 Hz causes 3716 times change in the sensor impedance and the same reduces

to 80 times at 200 kHz. On the other hand, it was observed that the capacitance

of resistive type sensor at 100 Hz, changes 145 times by changing RH from 33

% to 94 % and this variation is 314 times for the OFET type sensor. Thus,

impedance and capacitance variations of the proposed design demonstrated that

the chosen composite is sensitive enough to be employed as an active material for

humidity sensors. The design in general can be employed in any industrial process

where humidity and temperature are ought to be controlled including biomedical

instrumentation. To ensure the industrial applicability of the proposed design, it

has been demonstrated that the finished sensors offered stable characteristics for
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temperatures ranging from 20 °C to 75 °C and for a time interval of at least 240

hours.



Chapter 5

Multifunctional Temperature,

Pressure and Displacement

Sensors

Multifunctional sensors unlike ordinary sensors, can measure a number of param-

eters such as temperature, humidity, strain, displacement etc., that are important

for both research and industrial applications. For the past few years, a number

of sensors, which can be used in different areas of technology such as environ-

mental assessment were fabricated and investigated by various research groups

[133, 137–139, 217, 218]. A capacitive touch sensor array was fabricated by em-

ploying stretchable and transparent electrodes with a simple selective patterning

process, and by selecting an appropriate dielectric and substrate materials hav-

ing low strain response [217]. Multifunctional sensors to measure oil, water, and

salt contents are fabricated and investigated using conductivity and ultrasound

method to overcome high cost, low precision and operational difficulties [137].

Multifunctional sensors, reported in [133], are fabricated using silicone hydrogels

to detect pH value of solutions, types of solvent and ethanol percentage in water.

Multifunctional tactile sensors, reported in [218], are fabricated to collect a set of

information concerning tactile interaction between a manipulator and an object to

be recognized. These sensors are based on piezo- and pyro-electric (ferroelectric)

89
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properties of polymeric materials; such as polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2

or PVDF), different polypeptides and copolymers of PVF2 and TrFE. Stretchable

multifunctional sensors using capacitive sensing mechanism are fabricated using

silver nanowires as electrodes and Ecoflex as dielectric to measure strain and fin-

ger touch [138]. In 2017, Choi et al. developed a multifunctional sensor using

single sensing element of p−type metal-oxide ceramic semiconductor to measure

humidity and concentration of gases in the atmosphere [139].

Primary techniques involved in the integration of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into

various devices along with their electrical, mechanical and electromechanical prop-

erties are discussed in [134]. CNTs based electrochemical biosensor fabrication,

characterization, theoretical understanding and working principles are presented in

[97]. They also reported CNT based modified sensor properties; such as structural

regularities and energy parameters, by analysing the mechanisms of nanotubes

interaction with functional groups, metallic nanoparticles and polymers; leading

to the formation of chemically active sensors.

Conor et al. in 2014, reported a simple method to infuse liquid-exfoliated graphene

into natural rubber to create conducting composites [219]. They presented ex-

cellent strain sensors, displaying 104-fold increase in resistance while working at

strains exceeding 800%. They reported gauge factors up to 35 and the sensors

could effectively track dynamic strain, working at vibration frequencies up to 160

Hz. These composites can be used for bodily motion sensors, effectively monitor-

ing joint and muscle motion including breathing and pulse [219]. In [220] pressure

sensors are fabricated and investigated using graphene in-plane and tunnelling.

Their findings were that in case of in-plane pressure sensor, current is negatively

correlated to pressure; whereas, in a tunneling pressure sensor, current is positively

correlated to pressure.

Recently, different sensors; such as flexible impedance and capacitive tensile load

sensors based on CNT composite are fabricated and characterized [221]. CNT-

silicone nano composites based resistive temperature sensors are reported in [222].

In [223], flexible resistive tensile load cells based on multiwall CNT (MWCNT)/
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rubber composites are investigated. Pressure sensitive organic sensor based on

CNT-VO2(3fl) composite [224], temperature gradient measurement sensor using

thermoelectric effect in CNTs-silicone adhesive composite [225] and temperature

gradient sensor based on CNT composite [226], are fabricated and investigated for

their potential use in the industry.

Taking into account CNT and graphene compositions similarity [135, 136, 227–229]

and to continue exploring organic materials based electronic devices, in the present

paper, authors have investigated the properties of pristine orange dye (OD), CNT

and graphene based multifunctional sensors as a function of pressure, temperature

and displacement. Multiple sensors have been fabricated by varying the thickness

of OD and its effects on the sensitivity of the sensors were assessed. The proposed

multifunctional sensor could be a potential candidate to replace individual sensors

usually employed in the industry (e.g. flex bonding head) for the measurement of

displacement, pressure and temperature. Because, it offers an economical solution

being lighter in weight, simpler in design and low in maintenance and cost.

5.1 Experimental

Fig. 3.1 shows schematic diagram of molecular structure of commercially available

pristine Orange Dye OD. Fig. 5.1 shows a simplified schematic diagram of the

proposed multifunctional temperature, pressure and displacement sensor and its

different constituent parts.

The length and external diameter of the cylindrical body of the multifunctional

sensor were set as 22 mm and 10 mm; diameter and height of the fixed electrode

was 6 mm and 5 mm and movable metallic electrode was 6 mm and 10 mm, respec-

tively; and sensor was hermetically sealed by an airtight elastic ring as shown in

Fig. 5.1. To assess temperature dependent variation in resistance and impedance,

the movable electrode of the sensor was kept fixed by deploying fixtures, and for

pressure and displacement measurements, the movable electrode was allowed to
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of a CNTs-OD-Graphene multifunctional tem-
perature, pressure and displacement sensor: terminals for measurements (1 and
2), fixtures for fixing of movable metallic electrode (3), air tight elastic ring (4),

transparent plastic cylindrical body (5).

move freely within the transparent plastic cylindrical body. Thickness (d) of the

OD powder was calculated using the following expression

d = RAσ (5.1)

where R represents resistance, A crossectional area and σ conductivity of the

sample.

The conductivity of OD was previously reported by us in [230] as 2.4 ×10−4 Ω−1
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Table 5.1: CNT-OD-Graphene Based Multifunctional Sensor Layer Thick-
nesses

Sample
Number

CNT Thickness
(mm)

Orange Dye
Thickness (µm)

Graphene
Thickness (mm)

Sensor 1 5 mm 300 µm 5 mm
Sensor 2 5 mm 380 µm 5 mm
Sensor 3 5 mm 570 µm 5 mm

cm−1. Using reported conductivity value of OD and the measured resistance, the

thicknesses of OD of three samples under investigation were calculated, using Eq.

5.1, and found to be 300 µm, 380 µm and 570 µm as shown in Table 5.1. The

obtained thickness of the OD layer of each sample was then verified by optical

microscope as colour of OD was different from CNT and graphene. This ensured

that the OD powder layer separated the highly conductive CNT and graphene

powders columns with a specific thickness as given in Table 5.1. It was also

observed that the replacement of CNT and graphene or vice versa, or variation

in the height of the CNT or graphene powder column did not have a substantial

affect on the characteristics of the sensors as compared to the thickness of the

OD powder layer. This primarily is due to the fact that the multifunctional

sensor operates as a resistor where each layer, i.e. CNT, OD and graphene has

its own characteristic resistance. The resistance of OD when compared to CNT

and graphene is significantly higher therefore, any change in CNT and graphene

thicknesses becomes relatively insignificant.

The effect of pressure and compressive displacement on multifunctional sensors

was investigated using experimental setup and methodology presented in [231].

The multifunctional sensor was loaded with the organic materials CNTs, OD and

graphene powders. The commercially available MWNTs particles used in our

research work have diameter variation from 10–30 nm. Multifunctional sensors

exhibited a good resistive response as a function of pressure; therefore, their prop-

erties were investigated at pre-pressed conditions, i.e. by creating initial pressure,

which defined the corresponding initial resistance and impedance. This initial re-

sistance and impedance of the sensors were then allowed to change as a function

of temperature, pressure and displacement to obtain the sensor characteristics.
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Temperature was measured using a digital multimeter FLUKE 87 while resistance

and impedance (at 100 Hz and 100 kHz) were assessed using digital MT 4090 LCR

meter.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Fig. 5.2 shows variation in resistance and impedance (at frequency 100 Hz and

100 kHz) as a function of temperature of multifunctional sensors whose fabrica-

tion details are given in Table 5.1. Examining the response given in Fig. 5.2(a)

to 5.2(c), it is obvious that by increasing the thickness of OD layer, the initial

resistances and temperature dependent response of the the sensors, both are in-

creasing. Such a behavior is known for posistors; positive temperature coefficient

resistors, usually based on rare earth elements as barium titanate (BaTiO3). Re-

cently, posistors are also fabricated on the basis of conducting polymer/graphene

and composite as well [232].

Fig. 5.3 shows resistance and pressure relationships for the CNT-OD-Graphene

powders multifunctional sensors. With an increase in pressure up to 0.1 kgf/cm2,

the resistance is decreased by 1.29 and 12.7 times (from 6730 Ω to 5210 Ω; and from

3410 Ω to 269 Ω), and is attributed to the geometrical factors i.e. under pressure,

resistances between particles decrease due to increase in area of contacts between

the particles. Secondly, there is increase in the conductivity of the materials due

to increase in concentration of charges and mobility. The increase in the mobility

may be associated with the reduction of the mean free time of the carriers which

can hop with ease at elevated pressure.

Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.4(b) show resistance and compressive displacement relation-

ships for the CNT-OD-Graphene based multifunctional sensors. The data of the

figure exhibit that there is 3.18 and 7.53 times decrease in the resistance of sensor

2 and sensor 3 (from 2235 Ω to 702 Ω; and 6787 Ω to 901 Ω), respectively, for a

compressional displacement of 0 µm to 110 µm between the two electrodes of the
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Figure 5.2: Resistance and impedance (at 100 Hz and at 100 kHz) variation as
a function of temperature for CNT-OD-Graphene based multifunctional senors.
(a) Sensor 1: OD thickness = 300 µm, (b) Sensor 2: OD thickness = 380 µm

and (c) Sensor 3: OD thickness = 570 µm.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Variation in resistance (R) as a function of pressure of a
multifunctional CNT-OD-Graphene based sensors (a) OD thickness = 380 µm

i.e. Sensor 2 (b) OD thickness = 570 µm i.e. Sensor 3
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sensors. Three conduction mechanisms in principle can be realized in organic semi-

conductors, i.e. hopping, band and/or tunneling [233]. CNT and graphene used in

this study showed metallic resistance-temperature behavior. Taking into account

that the resistance of the OD was considerably larger than the resistances of CNT

and graphene; thus, at CNT-OD and graphene-OD interfaces, the charge-transfer

complexes may be formed, which may have relatively higher resistance than not

only of CNT or graphene, but even of OD due to transfer of charges from OD into

CNT or graphene. In this case, the interface resistance values would be large as of

posistors because, the usual temperature dependent behavior of a metal is different

than what is exhibited by OD as a semiconductor in its conductivity-temperature

profile [230].

It is observed that due to exerted pressure or displacement, the contact and the

bulk resistances of the CNT or graphene sample with OD particles may decrease.

It is known that CNT and graphene have distinct structures. CNTs can be either

metallic with no bandgap, or of distinct bandgap defining its nature as semicon-

ductor material. It has also been shown that the nature of CNT bandgap can be

controlled by using thin graphene sheets of specific orientation [234, 235]. The

single-particle band structure and electronic band structure of graphene based on

rectangular 4-atom unit cell is developed and discussed in [236]. On the other

hand, CNT showed high mechanical and thermal stability and high thermal con-

ductivity [237–241]. Metallic CNTs have been identified as possible interconnect

materials of future technology, and they can possibly replace Al and Cu intercon-

nects [242].

In order to explain electrical conductivity in graphene and CNTs, the following

expression is proposed in [243, 244]:

σ = ne2τ/m (5.2)

where σ, n, e, τ and m are conductivity, concentration of charges, electron charge,

mean free time and mass of electron, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Resistance-displacement relationships of CNT-OD-Graphene
based multi-functional sensors (a) having OD thickness = 380 µm: Sensor 2

and (b) OD thickness = 570 µm: Sensor 3.
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By using Eq. 5.2, OD-CNT and OD-graphene interface electric properties can

be explained. The increase in temperature will decrease the mean free time and

increase the transfer of charges from OD into CNT or graphene, as a result, charge

transfer complexes formation will take place. This will decrease the conductivity of

CNT-OD and graphene-OD interfaces and accordingly the resistance of the sample

will go up, and the same was observed experimentally (Fig. 5.2). Charge transfer

form OD to CNT has previously been reported by our group [245]. An increase

in positive temperature coefficient (PTC) of the graphene nano-sheets (GNS) and

ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene composite, with a two-dimensional con-

ductive network, was observed when they were thermally treated at elevated tem-

peratures [232, 243, 246–251]. This anomalous phenomenon could be originated

from the reduced viscosity of polymer matrix, crystallization induced local flow

and/or weak interactions among the overlapping joints of GNSs, which allow GNSs

to migrate to the polymer matrix; thus, weakening the conductive paths and in-

creasing the value of PTC. A facile approach is accordingly developed to prepare

a conductive polymer composite with a tunable PTC value.

At elevated pressure, the resistance of CNT-OD-Graphene sample decreases (Fig.

5.3) and a plausible explanation of such a behavior could be that at increased

pressure, there is an increase in mean free time of electrons, which in return

decreases inter-particle resistance in CNT and graphene. Moreover, the inter-

particle contact resistance may also be decreased under increased pressure causing

an overall reduction in the resistance of the samples [140]. Furthermore, OD,

which is sandwiched between CNT and graphene, is an organic semiconductor and

at elevated pressure, there could be more available free charges for conduction and

hence, reduction in resistance of the samples. Additionally, at elevated pressure,

there could be a possibility of increased hopping; thus, improving the mobility and

as result reducing resistance of the samples was observed experimentally [251].

Since the pressure and compressional displacement response profiles are similar

in nature, i.e. each one is declining with the increase of its respective variable

(pressure or compressional displacement), as shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, therefore,
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Table 5.2: Comparison of organic semiconductor based temperature sensors.

Ref. Sensing Sensitivity Temperature

Material (∆R/R) Change (°C)

[74] CNT-PEDOT:PSS 0.15 20− 80

[252] CNT-PEDOT:PSS 0.3 20− 55

[253] R-GO/PU 0.7 30− 80

This work CNT-OD-Graphene 0.62 30− 65

Table 5.3: Organic semiconductor based pressure sensors with associated sen-
sitivities.

Ref. Sensing Sensitivity Pressure

Material (kPa−1) Range (kPa)

[254] PPy film 0.4 > 1

[255] PPy-Ag NWs 0.33 < 10

[256] Sponge-CNTs 2.12 2.24− 11

[257] GPN-PDMS foam 0.09 < 103

[258] RGO-PU sponge 0.26 < 3

[259] NWs-PDMS 1.14 < 5

[260] PDMS 0.23 < 6.7

[261] rGO 0.46 < 0.5− 8

This work CNT-OD-Graphene 2.57 < 1

for compressional displacement, a similar explanation, as given in the case of

pressure, could be offered.

In this chapter, a multifunctional sensor is developed and its characteristics as

temperature, pressure and displacement are studied. The proposed design is novel

in nature and it is hard to compare it on one-to-one basis with other sensors

reported in the literature. However, to have a feel about the proposed design viz-a-

viz the other organic sensors meant for a specific application; such as, temperature

and pressure. Data in this respect have been collected and presented in Table 5.2

and 5.3 for temperature and pressure sensors, respectively. Examining the data of

these tables, it can safely be claimed that the proposed design offers multitasking
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facility on one hand and on the other hand, it exhibits competitive sensitivities

for the designed variables.

5.3 Summary

We have presented a new resistive type multi-functional sensor fabricated using

orange dye (OD) sandwiched by carbon nanotube (CNT) and graphene material.

The proposed sensor, as a one device, can be employed to measure temperature,

pressure and displacement. It has been observed that the output resistance and

impedance of the fabricated sensor is directly proportional to temperature, in-

versely proportional to pressure and displacement change. The temperature coef-

ficients of the multifunctional sensors are measured and found equal to 1.0% °C−1

for sensors having initial resistance ∼470 Ω and 1.9% °C−1 for those sensors having

initial resistance ∼890 Ω. Under the applied pressure of 0 kgf/cm2 to 0.1 kgf/cm2,

the measured resistance of the multifunctional sensors showed a decrease from

6730 Ω to 5210 Ω (1.3 times) and from 3410 Ω to 269 Ω (12.7 times) for two dif-

ferent thicknesses of OD layer; whereas, for the displacement of 0 to 110 µm, the

decrease in resistance value is from 2235 Ω to 702 Ω (3.18 times), and 6787 Ω to

901 Ω (7.53 times). It has been shown that the sensitivity of the proposed sensor

can be controlled by changing the thickness of OD layer. The proposed sensor can

potentially replace multiple sensors needed to measure temperature, pressure and

displacement in industrial applications; such as flex bonding head, with a single

sensor involving simpler design; lighter weight, low maintenance and eventually of

low cost.



Chapter 6

Carbon Nanotubes-Silicon

Adhesive Composite Based Strain

Sensors

6.1 Introduction

Modern design and construction of high rise civil structures are based on safety

and serviceability criteria prescribed in practice codes of the relevant body. These

criteria involved allowable stresses and deflections, which, in the design phase, are

typically predicted using structural analysis. Prediction of external forces on a

concrete structure plays a crucial role in the life span of a building. The stress

measurements can be performed easily on steel cables but cannot be studied on

steel beams or concrete structures. Therefore, strain is a parameter that can be

used and is in direct relation with the stress through constitutive equations; and

any change in the latter would result in a change in the former [262]. Strain

measurements are not only limited to buildings, but also have diverse application

areas including railway lines, aircraft wings, turbines, ship propellers, and ship

hulls.

102
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Electromechanical transducers based on piezo-resistive effect have been reported

previously for their use in for strain sensing applications. These sensors showed

good strain sensitivity for larger stain values; however, for lower strain values,

new materials system are being explored to achieve good gauge factor; and hence,

sensitivity. Among the recently explored new materials, CNTs show impressive

properties. The unique atomic structure of the CNT allows us to achieve high

sensitivity and an additional advantage of smaller size [106]. Hence, the CNT

based sensors can be fabricated at a micron scale dimension with high gauge

factor [106].

In the past, a good interest was shown towards the investigation of electromechani-

cal properties of CNTs, especially, the piezo-resistive properties; for designing new

micro-strain sensors [103–106, 108]. Various pressure sensors and accelerometers

utilizing the piez-oresistive properties of CNTs were fabricated and investigated

[103–106, 108]. The piezo-resistance of CNTs on deformable thin-film silicon ni-

tride membrane was first investigated by Grow et al. [106]. It was found that

the sensitivities of the semiconducting and small-gap semiconducting (SGS) tubes

were up to 400 and 850, respectively; whereas, the maximum sensitivity of silicon

was 200. Piezoresistive sensitivity from 600 to 1000 under axial strain was ob-

served by Cao et al. [103] in the small band-gap semiconducting (quasi-metallic)

nanotubes that is much larger than in metallic nanotubes materials.

Xue and Cui [108] described the fabrication of SWCNTs thin-film transistor on a

plastic substrate and observed the variation in resistance upon bending the sub-

strate. The piezo-resistive effect of P-CNT film was investigated by Li et al. [104],

and reported a value of sensitivity equal to 65 under 500 micro-strains at room

temperature. Regoliosi et al. investigated mechanical deformation-conductivity

relationship of free-standing membrane of SWCNTs [105], and reported that the

piezo-resistive sensitivity of SWCNTs is 2.3–2.5 times greater than that of Si sub-

strate.

Stampfer et al. [107], investigated nano-electromechanical-piezo resistance sensors

based on SWCNTs and showed both theoretically and experimentally that the
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SWCNTs exhibited nonlinear piezo-resistive sensitivities of up to 1500 under an

applied strain of 1%. Liu et al. [109], investigated the properties of MWCNTs-poly

(L-lactide) nanocomposite strain sensors for biomechanical implants.

Vemuru et al. [110] investigated strain sensing properties of MWCNTs film and

Saleem et al. [114] studied strain sensors based on twin and uniform crystals of

TCNQ ion-radical salts. Further, Yasin et al. [116] investigated polymer-fullerene

bulk hetero-junction based strain sensitive flexible OFET and Alamusi et al. [111]

reviewed the advancements on the piezo-resistive strain sensors, utilizing CNTs

based polymer nanocomposites.

Obitayo and Liu [263] described CNTs based piezo-resistive strain sensors and

showed that CNTs sensors offered a stable and predictable response as a func-

tion of temperature. Grabowski et al. [113] developed strain sensors based on

CNTs/Epoxy using a simplified fabrication technique involving screen printing.

Sapra [115] showed that in comparison with traditional strain sensors the CNT

sensors have high gauge factor (22.4) at nano and macro scales.

Karimov et al. in 2011 [264] designed, fabricated and investigated CNTs based

strain sensors fabricated using pressurized press technique to convert CNTs powder

into tablets attached to an elastic polymer beam. These sensors were characterized

under DC bias and the observed strain sensitivity was 50–80, which showed a

decreasing trend under compression and an increasing trend under tension. This

chapter presents design, fabrication and measurement of strain sensors fabricated

using a composite of commercially produced CNTs and silicone adhesive. The

fabricated sensors were then tested for their potential used in the relevant industry

such as civil structure etc.

6.2 Material and Fabrication

MWCNTs powder used for the strain sensor was purchased from a commercial

supplier, Sun Nanotech Co. Ltd., China. Non-functionalized MWCNTs were
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Figure 6.1: XRD of CNT-silicone adhesive composite film.

utilized without further purification steps. Silicone adhesive was mixed with CNTs

powder to make a composite. The diameter of MWNTs varied from 10 nm to

30 nm. CNTs and silicone composite was drop casted on to Al metal electrodes

contacts patterned on a triangle shape elastic polymer (poly- methyl matacrylate),

beam. Al metal was 15 µm thick, and the inter-electrodes distance (length) and

width of the lateral electrodes was equal to 1.5 mm and 4 mm, respectively.

The thickness of the drop casted CNT-silicone composite films was measured and

found to be 15–20 µm. Three different compositions of CNTs in the composites,

80 wt.%, 45 wt.% and 20 wt.% were studied. It was found that CNTs (80 wt.%)-

silicone adhesive (20 wt.%) composite was not uniformly mixed; whereas, CNTs

(20 wt.%)-silicone adhesive (80 wt.%) had relatively high impedances of 20−24 kΩ

at frequency of 100 Hz. Samples contained CNTs (45 wt.%)-silicone adhesive (55

wt.%) offered 2–3 kΩ impedance at 100 Hz. Additionally, films deposited using

composite of CNTs (45 wt.%)-silicone adhesive (55 wt.%) were uniform, which

can potentially be employed in a strain sensor for reliable results.

Fig. 6.1 shows the XRD measurement of the film consisting of 45 wt.% of CNTs

(45 wt.%) in silicone adhesive. The XRD diffraction pattern has major peaks of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2: Simplified schematic diagrams of strain sensor attached to an
elastic beam; (a) side view, (b) top view, and (c) side view of the sensor attached

to the beam under loading.

Ag Ag

Beam

Al Al

Figure 6.3: Cross-sectional view of a strain sensor installed on a plastic beam.

silicon compounds however, there is a minor peak at 2θ = 26 which belongs to

CNT’s.

6.3 Measurements and Characterization

Fig. 6.2 shows the schematic diagram of the strain sensor attached to a polymer

beam. The strain mechanism associated with the beam bending under the action

of loading has been discussed and reported in [249]. The authors explained that

the longitudinal strain (ε) can be determined using Eq. 6.1:
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ε =
6LP

b0h2El

(6.1)

where L = 150 mm is the length, b0 = 30 mm is the width at foot of the beam,

h represents thickness of the beam equal to 1.5 mm. The variable El represents

modulus of elasticity and P = 0.68 N represents maximum load. Fig. 6.3 shows a

cross-sectional view of impedance strain sensor installed on an elastic beam. The

average modulus of elasticity of the beam made from PMMA is 3000 MPa.

The experimental error of (χ) was found equal to ±5%. The impedance of the

samples was measured at 100 Hz and 1 kHz with the accuracy of ±2%. As the

CNT-silicone composite has good adhesion to the polymer therefore, it is con-

sidered that the samples have good adhesion to the surface of the beam. It is

also assumed that metal electrode contacts have no impact on measured data

[109, 110]. The X-ray diffraction measurements of the samples were conducted us-

ing Philips PW1830 X-ray diffraction system in Bragg-Brentano (θ–2θ) scan mode

using Cu-Kα radiation source at room temperature. Before each scan a standard

sample of silicon single crystal was measured to calibrate the system. To measure

the impedance response of the strain sensor, a frequency of 100 Hz and 1 kHz

was selected. An LCR meter MT-4090 was used to measure the impedance of the

fabricated strain sensors.

6.4 Results and Discussion

The fabricated strain sensors impedance response was measured with and without

load. It was found that the sensors fabricated using composite consisting of 80

wt.%-CNT showed inconsistent results due to non-uniformly mix of CNTs in the

silicon adhesive; whereas, sensors fabricated using 20 wt.%-CNT has relatively

high impedance values, in the range of 20 kΩ to 24 kΩ at frequency of 100 Hz. On

the other hand, the strain sensors fabricated using CNT (45 wt.%) offered 2 kΩ

to 3 kΩ impedance at 100 Hz and observed results were stable and repeatable.
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Figure 6.4: The impedance-strain relationships for CNT-silicone adhesive
composite under tension and compression at frequencies of 100 Hz and 1 kHz.

Figs. 6.4 shows the impedance-strain relationships under tension and compression

at frequencies of 100 Hz and 1 kHz. Here ∆Z = Z–Z0, where Z is impedance under

load and Z0 is initial impedance with no load condition. The strain ε = δl/l0,

where δl = l − l0, such that l0 defines initial length of the sensor element in the

direction of applied load, and l gives length of the sensing element under load.

Examining the data of Fig. 6.4, one can clearly see that at both the frequencies

under consideration, the impedance-strain relationship showed almost a linear re-

sponse for the device when subjected to tension. However, at 100 Hz, the response

is slightly improved compared to 1 kHz. On the other hand, when the sample is

placed under compression test, it did not exhibit a linear response, as evident from

3rd quadrant of Fig. 6.4. The strain sensitivity, S of the fabricated sensor is given

by Eq. 6.2 [265]:

S =
δZ/Z0

ε
(6.2)
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The strain sensitivity was calculated using an average of five samples when a

tension of 32.1 (at 100 Hz) and 28.8 (at 1 kHz) was applied, and also under

a compression of 18.5 (at 100 Hz) and 14.2 (at 1 kHz). The initial impedance

was measured and found 2.520 kΩ (at 100 Hz) and 2.204 kΩ (at 1 kHz). The

measured results showed that, in general, the impedances of the samples increased

under tension and decreased under compression.

Fig. 6.5 shows the equivalent circuit of the impedance strain sensor. The equiv-

alent circuit is developed as a parallel connection of resistance and capacitance

[265]; whereas, the impedance (Z), resistance (R) and capacitance (C) are related

as shown in Eq. 6.3 [249].

Z =
R

1 + jωRC
(6.3)

The magnitude of Z of the sample is represented as equal to the sum of the two

contact and one bulk impedances connected in series.

This relationship and equivalent circuit of Fig. 6.6 shows that at tension, the

impedance may increase due to increase of the resistance (R) and decrease of the

capacitance (C). At compression, the impedance may decrease due to decrease of

the resistance and increase of the capacitance. Moreover, by increasing frequency,

impedance decreases due to the presence of capacitance.

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝑒𝑓𝑓

Figure 6.5: Equivalent circuit of the impedance as a parallel combination of
resistance and capacitance.

Fig. 6.6 shows simplified structure of the fabricated samples. For simplicity, only

three CNT nanoparticles surrounded by silicone adhesive are presented. Fig. 6.6
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represents three different scenario possibly faced by a strain cell: (a) initial state,

(b) under tension and (c) under compression. From Fig. 6.6, one can explain

the change of the sample’s impedance (Z) due to change of the resistance and

capacitance. The resistance and capacitance changes are due to the change in

geometrical parameters like inter-electrode distance (L) and cross-sectional area

(A), and also due to change in the intrinsic parameters as resistivity (ρ) as given

by following Eq. 6.4:

R =
ρL

A
(6.4)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.6: Simplified structure of the investigated CNT-silicone composite
samples (only three CNT nanoparticles are shown): (a) natural position, (b)

under tension and (c) under compression

Mechanism of conductivity for the CNT-silicone composite samples is explained as

thermally assisted hopping transitions between spatially separated sites, molecules

or particles explained by Percolation Theory [265–269]. The average conductivity

(σ) of the CNT-silicone adhesive according to Percolation Theory, can be calcu-

lated using the following equation:
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σ =
1

LZ
(6.5)

where L is a length which depends on the concentration of the sites, Z is resistance

(or impedance) of the path with the lowest average resistance between CNT parti-

cles in the silicone adhesive. Under tension L and Z may increase; whereas, under

compression, it decreases accordingly due to micro-displacement of the molecules

and particles. This results into decrease/increase in the conductivity of the sample

as expressed in Fig. 6.6.

Recently, temperature dependent resistance of CNT and p-Si powders composites

samples were reported [270]. It was found that the composite resistance decreases

with increase in temperature. The temperature sensitivity was –0.53% °C−1 to –

0.74% °C−1, depending on composition, ratio of components and type of adhesive

materials used. For practical utilization of these strain sensors, a temperature

compensation circuit is needed. One of the common circuits, the Wheatstone

bridge can be used for temperature compensation of resistance strain sensors [265].

As shown in Fig. 6.7, four different types of connection can be realized. Case-1:

R1 is an active resistance strain sensor, while R2, R3 and R4 are known resistors.

This circuit is used when temperature compensation is not required. In case-2 and

case-3, R1 is active resistance strain sensor, and R2 or R3 is a dummy, while R3 or

R2 and R4 are ordinary resistors. The active and dummy sensors should be pasted

by the same adhesive material on the beams and be placed in the same thermal

environment. However, the active sensor should be under the strain and dummy

sensor in the stress-free region. In case-4, the circuit contains only active strain

sensors: R1 and R4 should be under tension, while R2 and R3 under compression.

This circuit has a double sensitivity with respect to circuits 1, 2 and 3, and provides

the temperature compensation as well [265]. Detail analysis of these four cases is

given by Dally et al. [265].

A comparative analysis of MWCNT based strain sensors is given in Table 6.1. The

data of the table show that the proposed technique is simple in fabrication but

it offers relatively higher strain gauge factors at both the frequencies, i.e. 100 Hz
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Table 6.1: Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) based strain sensors and
their associated reported data.

Ref. Sensing Material & Conductivity Gauge Factor

Fabrication Method (S/m) (Amount of CNT)

[271] MWCNT+Epoxy 1× 10−4 0.75 (0.1 wt.%)

in-situ polymerization

Mould Casting

[272] MWCNT+Epoxy 2× 10−4 4.5 (0.1 wt.%)

in-situ polymerization 1.32× 10−2 3.5 (0.3 wt.%)

Mould Casting

[273] MWCNT+Epoxy 10.4 6.2 (5 wt.%)

in-situ polymerization 65.8 4.8 (7 wt.%)

Mould Casting 95.2 3.2 (10 wt.%)

[274] MWCNT+Epoxy 0.02 22.4 (1 wt.%)

in-situ polymerization 1 12 (2 wt.%)

Mould Casting 10 6 (5 wt.%)

[275] MWCNT+Epoxy 3.3× 10−2 22.4 (1 wt.%)

in-situ polymerization 1.13 11.6 (2 wt.%)

Mould Casting 10.4 6.2 (5 wt.%)

This MWCNT 4× 10−4 32.1 (45 wt.%) (100 Hz)

work +Silicon Adhesive 4× 10−4 28.8 (45 wt.%) (1 kHz)

Drop Casting Under Tension

This MWCNT 4× 10−4 18.5 (45 wt.%) (100 Hz)

work +Silicon Adhesive 4× 10−4 14.2 (45 wt.%) (1 kHz)

Drop Casting Under Compression
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and 1 kHz. Thus, the proposed design could be a preferred one keeping in view

its observed sensitivity coupled with ease in fabrication.

𝑉o

𝑅1 𝑅2

𝑅3 𝑅4

𝑉

Figure 6.7: Schematic diagram of the strain sensors’ arrangement in the
Wheatstone bridge: Case-1: R1 is the active resistance strain sensor, while
R2, R3 and R4 are ordinary resistors. Case-2: R1 is the active resistance strain
sensor, and R3 is a dummy resistance strain sensor, while R2 and R4 are or-
dinary resistors. Case-3: R1 is the active resistance strain sensor, and R2 is a
dummy resistance strain sensor, while R3 and R4 are ordinary resistors. Case-4:
R1 and R4 are active resistance strain sensors under tension, while R2 and R3

are active resistance strain sensors under compression. The V0 is output voltage.

6.5 Summary

The CNTs and silicone adhesive composite based strain sensors were fabricated

and characterized at a frequency of 100 Hz and 1 KHz. These sensors showed

strain sensitivity of 32.1 (at 100 Hz) and 28.8 (at 1 kHz) under tension whilst

under compression the strain sensitivity of 18.5 and 14.2 at 100 Hz and 1 kHz

were observed, respectively. Our proposed sensor is simple and can be fabricated

using commercially available materials (CNT and silicon adhesive). These sensors

are stable in air, they are light weight and smaller in size, making them suitable

for wearable electronics and biomedical applications.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

In the 20th century, the world has seen phenomenal growth in industrial automa-

tion and control. This happened because of the growth observed in various sci-

entific and technological fields simultaneously. The availability of extraordinary

computational power, coupled with artificial intelligence, allowed the human being

to have data gathering robots landing on far-flanged planets to explore the wonder

of nature, while on the other end, it provided huge assistance on the ground in all

walks of life, including automobile, construction, communication, and healthcare.

All these were possible because of the accurate data gathering and its subsequent

processing for decision making.

In every technology, data acquisition plays an important role, and gathering of the

data is dependant upon various types of sensors. These sensors are placed at a

suitable location of a system for gathering information, which is then transmitted

to a central unit; where, this information is processed and further decisions are to

be made. The type and nature of a sensor, which is to be employed, depends upon

the automation requirements of the system. If acquisition of data is from a surface,

then usually a surface conformable sensor would be required. Thus, the nature

and design of a sample will always be biased toward the system where it would be

114
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installed. In order to meet the current challenges of the industry, it is imperative

that the sensor technology should improve at the same pace as happening in other

fields of the industry. Owing to these requirements, researchers working in sensors

development are always trying to fill the gap by establishing sensors that should

offer better performance in comparison to earlier developed ones.

In general, a sensor is a device that transforms physical information into an electri-

cal signal. In order to communicate with other parts of the circuitry, it must have

ohmic electrodes to receive and transmit the data. Apart from ohmic electrodes,

a sensor must have a sensing material through which it should assess a physical

change for which it has been designed and translate it into an electrical response.

This could be a variation in the capacitance (impedance), or/and a variation in the

resistance of a material (thermistor), or/and a change in the conducting crossec-

tional area of the device (OFETs); or any other property which at the end of day

could be translated into a standard electrical information.

The sensing mechanism of a sensor could be either physical, such as a variation

in two plates of a capacitor (diaphragm); or it could be a sensing material that

changes its properties with a change in the ambient where the sensor has been

deployed. Such a material could either be in-organic or organic semiconductors.

This dissertation concentrated on the fabrication and characterization of organic

semiconductors based sensors of the following types:

(a) Humidity sensors

(b) Temperature sensors

(c) Pressure sensors

(d) Strain sensors

It is worth mentioning that this dissertation also presented senors that can, simul-

taneously, assess multiple variables and, hence, could be called as multifunctional

sensors (MFS). Moreover, in some cases, it could be the need for an application

that the sensors should be made on a flexible substrate, therefore, while opti-

mizing the recipe, the option of flexible substrate (rubber) was also taken into
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consideration. In general, during the entire course of the developmental process,

a due consideration was given to the fact that the sensors should be economical,

compatible with the industry, and should possess durable and repeatable charac-

teristics.

It is an established fact that organic semiconductor processing is relatively less

technology-demanding compared to its in-organic counterparts. The characteris-

tics of an organic semiconductor can comfortably be altered by involving simple

techniques; such as, mixing an organic semiconductor powder (OD) with another

appropriate substance (CNTs). Additionally, these characteristics are also depen-

dent upon the chosen thin film growth technology−drop costing, spin coating or

vacuum evaporation etc. Considering these facts, while working on the develop-

ment of sensors, it was decided that the sensing material for this research would

be organic or compound semiconductors and the sample fabrication technology

would be adopted based on the requirements of design.

In the first part of the research, Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs)

based sensors were developed which can measure both ambient humidity as well

as temperature. These sensors were designed, fabricated, and tested for their po-

tential use by the relevant industry. The channel of the OFET was defined by a

complex material comprising of OD (8 wt.%) and sugar (8 wt.%). To define an

OFET structure, surface-type interdigitated silver electrodes coated with ceramic

alumina sheet, fabricated by screen printing and chemical etching technology were

used. On a co-planar structure, source, drain and gate terminals were first fabri-

cated; followed by, OD-sugar based conducting channel was realized using a drop

costing method. Finished devices were then tested in a humidity chamber. In

OD-sugar film, apart from proton conductivity caused by H+, a donor-acceptor

charge transfer process was assumed. These charges were assumed to be available

for electronic conduction, which eventually increases the carrier concentration and

conductivity of the device. It has been observed that increased concentration of

water molecules in OD-sugar film causes the same effect as that of gate bias. As a

result, the channel conductivity changes. Accordingly, this translates the variation
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in ambient humidity into an electrical signal. The overall characteristics of the de-

vice were identical to that of the enhancement type OFET. It was observed that

response and recovery times were equal to 11 s and 32 s when relative humidity

(RH) changes from 50% to 90%, respectively.

Additionally, the properties of OFETs were also investigated as a temperature

sensor. It has been demonstrated that the channel impedance of OD-sugar based

OFET sensor increases with increasing values of temperature provided the device

is exposed to air. On the other hand, the same variable decreases by increas-

ing temperature, if the device under investigation is encapsulated. Thus, opened

surface and encapsulated samples showed positive and negative temperature coeffi-

cients, respectively. It has been shown that fabricated OFETs are highly sensitive

to temperature and can potentially be employed by the industry as thermistor and

as a posistor.

In the second part of the research, a novel, low-cost composite humidity

sensor technology was developed to accommodate the needs of flexible electronics

for various monitoring applications. Flexible humidity sensors were realized using a

composite active layer comprising upon orange dye (30 wt.%), graphene (20 wt.%)

and silicon adhesive (50 wt.%). Two types of sensors were fabricated namely:

a) resistive and b) OFET sensors. In both the designs, two 300 nm thick Ag

electrodes having 16 µm inter-electrode spacing were first deposited on a rubber

substrate followed by the deposition of 9–11 µm thick composite layer, on top

of Ag electrodes, to define the channel. For OFET sensors an additional layer

comprising upon OD (50 wt.%) and graphene (50 wt.%) were also deposited on

top of the channel layer, to achieve a floating Schottky barrier gate.

Finished devices were then tested in a chamber where RH was varied from 33%

to 94%. Impedance and capacitance variations as a function of humidity and

frequency were evaluated for both types of fabricated sensors. It has been shown

that at 100 Hz, resistive type sensors offer 2140 times change in their impedance

by changing RH from 33% to 94% which reduces to 56.67 times at 200 kHz. Whilst

for OFET type sensors such a variation in RH at 100 Hz causes 3716 times change
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in the sensor impedance and the same reduces to 80 times at 200 kHz. On the

other hand, it was observed that the capacitance of resistive type sensor at 100

Hz, changes 145 times by changing RH from 33 % to 94 % and this variation is 314

times for the OFET type sensor. Thus, impedance and capacitance variations of

the proposed design demonstrated that the chosen composite is sensitive enough

to be employed as an active material for humidity sensors. The design in general

can be employed in any industrial process where humidity and temperature ought

to be controlled including biomedical instrumentation. To ensure the industrial

applicability of the proposed design, it has been demonstrated that the finished

sensors offered stable characteristics for temperatures range 20 °C to 75 °C and

for a time interval of at least 240 hours.

In the third part of the research, multifunctional sensors (MFS) which can

measure temperature, pressure and displacement were designed, fabricated and

characterized. They were called as resistive type MFS, fabricated using OD sand-

wiched by CNTs and graphene materials. The developed sensor, as a single device,

can be installed to assess temperature, pressure and displacement. During char-

acterization, it was shown that the output resistance and impedance of the fab-

ricated sensors were directly proportional to temperature, inversely proportional

to pressure and displacement change. The temperature coefficients of the MFS

were measured and found equal to 1.0% °C−1 for sensors having initial resistance

∼470 Ω and 1.9% °C−1 for those sensors having initial resistance ∼890 Ω. Under

the applied pressure of 0 kgf/cm2 to 0.1 kgf/cm2, the measured resistance of MFS

exhibited a decrease from 6730 Ω to 5210 Ω (1.3 times) and from 3410 Ω to 269 Ω

(12.7 times) for two different thicknesses of OD layer; whereas, for the displace-

ment of 0 to 110 µm, the decrease in resistance value was from 2235 Ω to 702 Ω

(3.18 times), and 6787 Ω to 901 Ω (7.53 times). It was observed that the sensitivity

of the proposed sensor could be controlled by changing the thickness of OD layer.

The developed sensor could potentially replace multiple sensors needed to measure

temperature, pressure, and displacement in industrial applications; such as a flex

bonding head, with a single sensor involving a simpler design; lighter weight, low

maintenance, and eventually of low cost.
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The fourth part of the research presented design, fabrication and characteri-

zation of strain sensors fabricated using a composite of MWCNTs (45 wt.%) and

silicon adhesive (55 wt.%). The chosen composition, after a series of experiments

was found to be the best suited composition, which provided a uniform film with

reliable results. A 15 − 20 µm thick MWCNTs and silicone composite film was

drop casted on Al electrodes patterned on a triangle shaped elastic polymer (poly-

methyl matacrylate) beam. The Al electrodes were 15 µm thick, 4 mm wide with

1.5 mm as inter-electrode spacing.

The finished devices, after the fabrication, were characterized at a frequency of

100 Hz and 1 KHz. These sensors exhibited strain sensitivity of 32.1 (at 100 Hz)

and 28.8 (at 1 kHz) under tension whilst under compression the observed strain

sensitivity was 18.5 and 14.2 at 100 Hz and 1 kHz, respectively. It is pertinent

to mention here that the reported sensor was easy to fabricate because of its

simpler design but was compatible in performance with other strain sensors. The

observed results exhibited that the sensor performance was repeatable and stable

in air. Furthermore, the developed sensor was light weight and smaller in size

and therefore, it could potentially be used in wearable electronics and biomedical

equipment.

7.2 Future Work

During this study, different physical sensors with novel architecture were fabricated

using commercially available organic and nanomaterials. The fabricated sensors

demonstrated reliable and improved performance when compared to existing tech-

nology. Hence, the accomplished work has made a tangible contribution in sensor

technology. However, many potential avenues could not be investigated because

of the scope of work and time constraints. In order to improve further, the per-

formance, reliability and functionality of sensors targeting different applications;

especially, in industrial automation and healthcare, the following suggestions are

being made:
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1. The range of the temperature sensors should be enhanced for their wider

applicability by exploring different organic materials and their composites

other than OD. While searching for other potential materials, one should

explore those which offer relatively higher mobility, since this would pre-

sumably improve the performance of the associated sensor many fold.

2. It is always an added advantage if the sensor has the ability to assess more

than one variable and that too with the same level of accuracy. Such a

feature is considered, on one hand, an economical; whilst on the other hand,

it gives phenomenal ease to a system designer working on its automation. It

would, therefore, be highly beneficial research, if the sensing material to be

developed, should have multifunctional sensing capabilities..

3. It is a fundamental requirement that the sensor should have the ability to

communicate with the external world, and it can do so by having good ohmic

contacts. A linear organic-ohmic contact remained a challenge for the re-

searcher working in the field, especially at low bias. Theoretical definition

based on work function principles of two systems (metal & organic semicon-

ductor) does not work fully and hence, there is a need to find out a solution

where one can achieve repeatable and low contact resistance ohmic contact

with a compatible metal normally employed by the industry for ohmic con-

tacts of the devices; such as Al, Au, Ag, etc.

4. To improve the performance of a design, it is proposed that different de-

position combination, for instance, organic on organic, organic on metal or

organic on insulator could be explored. Such an approach is known as multi-

junction approach, wherein, each junction could be optimized in such a way

that it should response to a given set of physical conditions better than the

other junction. This presumably would improve the overall range of the

sensor for the designed variables.

5. Flexible humidity sensors were fabricated on a single type of flexible mate-

rial (substrate) as an initial step. However, flexible electronics have shown

tremendous potential in various sectors. It is therefore, proposed that other
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types of flexible substrates (fibers, polythene etc.), compatible to the sensors

technology could be explored. It is pertinent to mention here that the choice

of a flexible substrate would be biased toward the use of a given sensor.

6. Switching time is also an important FET based sensor performance parame-

ters and can be improved by designing/using polymers having polymer chain

length similar to that of the gate length of the OFET, to take the advantage

of high intra-molecular mobility.

7. The overall electrical performance of a sensor can be enhanced by optimiz-

ing its fabrication process, involving different deposition techniques. Since

a deposition method plays an important role in defining morphology and

electrical characteristics of an organic thin film therefore, optimization/se-

lection of a deposition technique would have a crucial role in defining the

quality of a sensor. Comparison of different AFM results (for surface texture

and roughness) of different depositions would also be helpful to improve the

sensitivity, stability and performance of a sensor.

8. Charge injection and transport mechanism of an organic sensor is still not

fully investigated, because of the variety of materials involved in sensor fabri-

cation. A comprehensive mathematical framework covering both the aspect:

a) simulation and b) modeling of organic sensors involving its physical pa-

rameters, including material characteristics, would be a beneficial tool for

a design engineer. Once such a framework is available, this will safe enor-

mous industrial resources, because a device characteristics could be realized

in advance, before its fabrication by using its physical variables. On the

other hand, an accurate mathematical model will provide an inside about

the functioning of a sensor and its improvement by changing the associated

design parameters.

9. Sensor packaging is also one the important area which determines the life-

cycle of a sensor. Hence, suitable material selection for sensor packaging

and its conformability with the device structure and function will ensure

improvement in sensor life-cycle, reliability and repeatability of the sensing
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devices. Sensor packaging aspect has not been touched in this dissertation.

The same could be investigated in order to have a reliable outcome from a

designed sensor.
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